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That’s just off the top of my head.
There are so many more that I’m sure
everyone would like to see.
Just a reminder that the next issue
will be our annual convention issue.
We’ll have all the details on MG 2015
in Niagara Falls, Ontario, with lots of
great pictures. Cross your fingers that
I’ll have cornered enough people to
capture some more Readers Rides. Of
course, if you couldn’t make it and
you want to show off your baby in full
slick-page color – please send me an
email!
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Karla Rogers

I

thought I’d take a few minutes to
throw out some article ideas that
I’ve had that I’m hoping that we
have a few folks who would like to take
on to share their experiences with
their fellow members. Here is just a
short list:

Dave Braun

B-Stingers Racing

Alyn Edwards, Vancouver Sun

Robert Rushing
Editor
The MG Driver

Steering

AGM • Louisville, KY
Tony Burgess

Editor’s View

Lawson Fox

Front:

Mark Hanna in his beautiful right hand drive MGC at
the Britain On the Green in Mason Neck, Virgina.

Back:

Motorcar Gathering in Hellertown, Pa had these two
participants which I forgot to ask who they were.
Do you know? Please let us know.
The MG Driver • July / August 2015
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Chairman’s Chat
Alan Magnuson
Chairman
NAMGBR

T

hank you to our Canadian
friends for hosting “The MaGic
in Niagara Falls!” The MG Car
Club of Toronto, who is celebrating
their 60th Anniversary, planned a fun
filled event for our NAMGBR enthusiasts and guests. We enjoyed MG 2015
activities, the Niagara Falls area, and
Canadian hospitality. Thank you to
our members and their guests who
visited and shared ideas with the officers, coordinators, and registrars of
NAMGBR during MG 2015.
Hopefully you are planning to
participate in many more events this
year in your area or across the country.
Take a moment to look for events in
“Where 2 B” opposite the inside the
back cover of The MG Driver. Speaking of events, I encourage you to join
NAMGBR friends at our 2015 Annual
General Meeting. The AGM will be
held the weekend of October 24, 2015,
in Louisville, Kentucky. Our Board
invites you to attend the AGM in the
facilities which will be our location for
MG 2016. Tony Burgess, Convention
Coordinator, has shared meeting and
hotel details in this issue.
Each of us should be planning
to attend the gathering of all North
American MG Registers for MG 2016
in Louisville, Kentucky, June 13 to 17,
2016. Well over 1000 MGs of all types
are expected (can we reach 1500?)!
Look for event information and
activities in The MG Driver and on the
NAMGBR website. Next June we will
have an opportunity to visit famous

Kentucky sites including the Louisville
Slugger Factory, the Mohammed Ali
Center, and Churchill Downs, the site
of the Kentucky Derby. Whether you
are an active horse racing enthusiast
or a casual observer, excitement levels
should be heightened next spring
in the race build up to the Kentucky
Derby, Preakness Stakes, and Belmont
Stakes – all taking place just before we
arrive in Louisville for MG 2016. Who
know? Who knows we may have a new
Triple Crown winner!
When reading each issue of The
MG Driver, I am delighted by the diversity of articles our members and Registrars contribute. Thank you to each
of our contributors. NAMGBR has a
wonderful group of members who add
to the energy of our club via their writings. I sincerely appreciate each of you
who have shared pictures and articles
(local events, historic, racing, technical, and travelogues) to our magazine.
Please keep sending your stories. If you
have not shared but have a concept or
idea for an article, please type it up and
send it to Robert Rushing, Editor.
Happy Canada Day on July 1st
to our Canadian friends and Happy
Independence Day on July 4th for the
USA! We’ll let the rest of the working
world carry on while we celebrate in
North America!
Safety Fast!

Alan

The MG Driver • July / August 2015
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Secretary’s Report

Letter of Intent
To the members of the North American MGB Register:
I am announcing my intent to seek re-election to the office of
Chairman of the North American MGB Register.
The Spirit of the Octagon caught me in 1981 with a 1973 MGB.
I was hooked! In 1984, I joined the local MGB club and, in 1989,
the MG Car Club, Rocky Mountain Centre. I have enthusiastically
served as Club President and Historian. I have also held a number
of Rallye Glenwood Springs event positions (chairman, publicity, governmental relations, etc.) and been an active committee
member of the Annual Colorado English Motoring Conclave, a
600 vehicle event. For MG2009, MGs in Breckenridge, I served as
vice-chairman, host, and worker ‘B’.
I served as NAMGBR Treasurer from October 2006 to October
2011. I am currently serving as NAMGBR Chairman and Liaison
to the MGCC of England.
NAMGBR activities over the past two years:
· Membership is growing, financials are strengthening, both
positive trends
· Website capabilities expanding and increasing Facebook
utilization
· Welcoming MGC and Modern MG cars & members into active Registers
· Holding successful conventions in French Lick, Indiana and
Niagara Falls, Ontario
· Building relationships and opening communication with
the Chairmen of the other North American MG Registers, i.e.
NAMMMR, NEMGTR, and NAMGAR.
Over the years, as a member of the MG Car Club of England,
I have formed friendships with former MG employees, members
of the MGCC of England, and their leadership team. Laura and
I have attended MG Car Club of England and North American
events.
I believe the success of local clubs directly impacts the vitality
of NAMGBR. I will work hard to promote Activity, Communication, and Enthusiasm in the MG community.
Thank you for your support.
Safety Fast!

Alan

Bruce Wyckoff
Secretary
NAMGBR

Y

ikes! It has been a very, very good couple of months here at the North
American MGB Register. The number of new member joining NAMGBR has
been phenomenal. The variety of cars runs the gambit as well…from MGBs,
MGCs, Midgets, and Sedans. A well rounded group of British Cars for sure.

Welcome – it’s great having you as the newest members
of the NAMGBR Community!

Richard Meservey                   Cary, IL         
Vijay Lakshman                      Fremont, CA  
Robert Duke                           Nashville, TN
Don Taylor                              Phoenix, AZ   
Tom Walsh                              Minnetonka, MN       
Brian Winter                           Columbus, GA           
Jim Terkalas                            Whitby, ON
Michael Brooke Gunning        Rockford, TN
Dave Chilwell                         Milton, ON    
Tom Murdock                         Fremont, NH  
William Reynaldos                  Fanwood, NJ
Joyce Ranes                            Roeland Park, KS      
Hez Bolton                              Vancouver, WA         
Tom King                                Sioux Falls, SD          
Joseph Davis                           Taylor, PA      
Malcolm Duncan                     Hamilton, ON
Michael Atkinson                    Beaumont, TX           
Gordon Parker                        Calgary, AB   
Susan MacDuff                       Peterborough, NH      
Andrew Cervantes                  Washington, DC        
Michael Lutz                           Phoenix, MD  
Bruce Anderson                      Chaska, MN   
Charles Anderson                   Wichita, KS   
James Cahill                            Visalia, CA    
Charles Hunt                           Windsor, ON
Susan Messenger                     Westfield, IN
Seth Lewin                              Lawrence, KS
Darlenne Girard                      Blenheim, ON
Ronald & Julie Patten             Runnells, IA   
Don LoRusso                          Waterbury, CT           
Tom Kowalski                         Clarkston, MI

Jack Lynn                                Alexandria, VA         
David Baslaw                         Eugene, OR   
Phil Worrell                             Landenberg, PA         
George Toulouse                     Olympia, WA
Ed Ballard                               Morristown, TN         
Thomas Bosko                        Cumming, GA           
James Stepp                            Morristown, TN         
Michael Robinson                   Caledonia, NY           
Dick & Sherry Shaw               Fairfield, NE  
Morgan Notestine                   Saginaw, MI  
Carol Clemens                         Hendersonville, NC   
David Snider                           Arden, NC     
Michael McCoy                      Tampa, FL      
Ricky Rich                              Gainesville, GA         
Mark Mattingly                       Floyds Knob, IN        
Curtis Gobeli                           Woodbury, MN         
Malcolm McIver                     Sumner, WA  
Keith Farley                            Columbus, GA           
Alan Moor                               Tipp City, OH
Donald Grosenick                   Janesville, WI
Aaron Turpen                          Fife, WA        
George Diehl                           Brighton, MI  
Greg Nemeth                          Ontario, CA   
Gregory Poffenbar                  Azle, TX        
Darin Hoffman                       Winnipeg, MB
Robert Tarquin                        Bethlehem, PA           
Steven Wayne                         Collierville, TN          
Ken Petruzzelli                        Mahopac, NY
Doug Foster                            Portland, OR  
LeAnna Halverson-Dean        Alexander, ND          
Trevor Marty                           Rochester, MN   

Bruce
8
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From the Treasurer

MGC Registrar
Dave Mullen
Treasurer
NAMGBR

North American MGB Register
Profit and Loss
October 1, 2014 - May 17, 2015
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John Rogers
MGC Registrar
NAMGBR

t looks like the season is off to a
great start with MGCs attending
the spring events. I’ve received
reports from Chris Hannes and Steve
Gartner on a couple of events. Chris
was in attendance at the British car
show in Williamsburg, Virginia, where
there was five MGCs showing – three
Roadsters and two GTs – all with automatic transmissions. Larry DiSanto’s
red MGC won first in class. Steve
reported that the Queen’s English
show in Van Nuys, California, had four
MGCs in attendance. It should have
been five but yours truly didn’t finish
up the Hydraulics rebuild on California Chrome due to a needed clutch
master cylinder spacer block. I later
sourced one from Mike Hirschman
(thanks Mike!).
There was a lot of interest about
the MGC seminars in Niagara Falls.
Allen Vinegar presented the unique
brake system of the MGC. Most who
contacted me weren’t going to be at
Niagara Falls for the convention but
wanted to know if they could get to
the presentation somehow. I couldn’t
promise but tried to see if Allen could
make up an article for submission to
The MG Driver covering his presenta-

tion. The second seminar sponsored
by the MGC Register was presented by
Dave Braun on carburation and ignition systems. He has published many
articles in the The MG Driver already. I
was in attendance at Niagara Falls and
have a complete recap of all the events
in the September / October issue.
Now that MG 2015 is in the
NAMGBR history books, it’s time to
start preparing the MGC Register for
MG 2016 in Louisville, Kentucky.
Richard Liddick, Rick Ingram, and I
have already started making plans for
MGC specific events. Already I have
an interested guest speaker that will
have an in-depth presentation about
MG Ignition systems. We are hoping
to see a large MGC Register turn-out so
start getting those projects finished up
on your MGC so you can attend. This
event will have all the MG marque on
display so you won’t want to miss it.
Many of you have been renewing
your membership with NAMGBR, but
not registering your MGC. If you go to
the NAMGBR web site you can register
your MGC into the register by using
the form provided. Thanks!
Just a quick personal note that I
won’t be available to
answer your emails
from June 18th until
July 30th. I’ll be on
vacation without
internet reception
most of the time. As
always, send in your
ideas, suggestions,
and what you expect
or want from your
MGC Register at
MGCRegistrar@gmail.
com.
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Early Midget/Sprite Registrar

Images provided By Larry Cordeiro

O

ur local auto parts stores will
often run specials – a ‘free’ oil
filter with the purchase of five
quarts of oil. Both of my Sprites have
been updated for the 70’s era spin-on
filters that fit the MG Midgets. Since
my Spridgets require additional oil
between oil changes, over the years
I’ve accumulated a collection of filters.
Having plenty of MG Midget filters
on hand, last time I asked for filter for
my winter car, a 2002 Toyota Sienna.
Two weeks later I was searching my
garage parts box for the Toyota filter
and all I had in my box were filters for
MGs. How could this be? I knew I had
bought at least one to fit the Toyota.
On checking my receipt, I found that
the FRAM PH3614 filter fits the 2002
Toyota. This is very close in shape and
size to the MG Midget filters. Even the
number is close to the STP S3614 filter
which is for the MG Midgets. Without

12

Bruce Hamper
Midget Registrar
NAMGBR

looking up manufacturer’s numbers,
I wouldn’t know which filter is for
which car. From now on, I’ll mark the
filters and carefully place the Toyota
filters in a separate box. Come to think
of it, I have at least ten boxes for MG
parts and not a single Toyota parts box!
I know it’s the middle of summer,
but it’s not too early to start worrying
about getting the winter blues. Here
is a great suggestion from Mark Rollinson, owner of a very fine 1962 MG
Mark I Midget: “I won’t lie. I dislike
winter. A lot. I try to stretch the sports
car driving season as much as I can
every year; but by that time of year, it’s
down to just a handful of truly decent
driving days. My last driving day in
2014 was Wednesday, November 5. It
was sunny and almost warm (low 50s
here in S.E. Michigan). When I shut off
the ignition in my Midget, I conceded
that it was the last drive of the season.
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But I did something different this year.
I bought a GoPro camera. It’s small
and for this drive (and other previous
drivers), I installed the camera on a
suction cup attached to the passenger
side screen sliding window and took
a drive. My point is that I know if two
months or so from then the roads I
drove on that Wednesday were covered
with snow and ice. Thanks to my GoPro, I was prepared for those lousy winter days. I poured myself about three
fingers of good Kentucky bourbon and
sat down in front of the fireplace with
my laptop and enjoyed some of my
favorite roads on video. It wasn’t quite
the same, of course. Perhaps I can set
up a window fan next time so I can
simulate the feeling of wind blowing
through my hair (or what there is left
of it). I enjoyed watching the video and
listing to the exhaust blapping away. I
wish I had thought of this earlier. No

need to worry about the cost of gas
either. It almost couldn’t wait for winter; but then again, yeah, I can always
wait…”
Wow! What a great idea! Adding
a GoPro to the Christmas list might
be the best way to extend the driving
season.
Thanks for all the responses to
the Spridget Register in 2014. I always
look forward to receiving emails, letters and web responses. Why not sent
a picture or two of your next project?
Stories about your Spridget projects
are always welcome. I’ll try to include
as many pictures of member’s cars as
possible in The MG Driver. If you have
not already registered your Spridget, be
sure to visit the online registration on
the NAMGBR website (www.namgbr.
org) or send your information directly
to me at the new register email:
midget-sprite@namgbr.net

The MG Driver • July / August 2015
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G

asoline. We all know it, we all
need it (at least for our MGs), but
we generally ignore it. Modern
filling stations make re-fueling of motor vehicles a simple, clean, and quick
process, and few consider the amazing
properties of the substance pumped
into the tank.
Otherwise known as go-juice,
petrol, or gasohol, the word “gasoline”
was first seen in dictionaries starting
in 1863. Along with (and to a lesser
degree) diesel, gasoline acts as the
fuel for most internal-combustion
engines used to power motor vehicles.
Based on an economic impact, most
consumers are aware of the linkage
between crude oil and gasoline. Crude
oil, as the primary raw ingredient,
constitutes the main input to gasoline
manufacture. Oil refineries produce
gasoline as one of many finished products derived from the distillation process. Other products include asphalt,
naphtha, diesel, heating oil, kerosene,
and liquefied petroleum gas.
Each barrel of crude oil (a barrel
equals 42 gallons for this purpose) produces 19 gallons of gasoline, which is
made up primarily of paraffins, cycloloalkanes, and olefins. Before gasoline
is delivered to customers, additives

14

including stabilizers, detergents, antiknock agents, are added. Typically the
anti-knock agents and stabilizers are
added during the production process,
while detergents are added after the
gasoline is removed from pipelines
and prepped for sale to individual
companies.
Did you realize that no matter what brand of gasoline you buy
(Exxon, BP, Shell, Citgo, Pop’s Corner
Gas-o-Rama) the fuel likely came from
the same pipeline? The difference in
the end product you pump into your
tank is the additive package (mostly
detergents) that the different “brands”
require. Higher quality gasolines
generally provide more detergent.
North Carolina’s gasoline generally
comes from a pipeline starting on the
Gulf Coast, and some may remember
that when Hurricane Ivan threatened
the United States, we briefly ran out,
or nearly out, of gasoline when the
pipeline briefly shut down.
The next time you are at the local
fill ‘em up station, look for the midgrade gasoline tank. I will bet that
you won’t find it, since it usually does
not exist. Gasoline stations create
mid-grade on site by mixing premium
and regular gasoline together, draw-
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with no apparent problems. Others
tend to have more issues. I found that
my car (MGB) was reluctant to start
when hot, although it would start
reasonably well cold. After sorting
through the standard hot-start issue
gremlins, I found that by running
ethanol-free fuel, my problem disappeared.
One theory I found on the handy
interweb is that the more volatile
alcohols were essentially evaporating in the hot conditions faced by the
carburetor bowls after engine shut
down. This vaporized element would
then precipitate out in the cylinders.
Whether or not that was the problem,
I am glad that it seemed to be resolved
easily. Fortunately ethanol-free fuel
can be found fairly readily, although
the price is higher than for standard
unleaded, as one might imagine. But
in my case, since I run regular unleaded, the price of even the ethanol-free
fuel is less than the price of premium
(w/ ethanol) gasoline. I get mine from
the local Shell station, who sells it from
a pump branded Shell Marine. So if
you are having similar issues with your
car, this almost-free solution might be
worth checking out.

http://www.theodora.com/pipelines/north_america_
oil_gas_and_products_pipelines.html

Fuel

Article By Steve Shultz, North Carolina MG Car Club

ing an appropriate mixture from
each of these two tanks in order to
deliver a mid-grade fuel. And have you
wondered why some of the European
cars recommend or require the use of
premium gasolines? Well, one of the
reasons is that the fuel sold as midgrade (94-95 octane) in the United
States would only qualify as regular
grade in Europe.
Much of the gasoline pumped into
cars in the United States also contains
a non-petroluem based product. Since
2005 the Federal Renewable Fuel Standard requires a minimum volume of
renewable fuels in motor fuels sold in
the country. You see the impact from
this when you read that little sticker
saying “this fuel may contain up to
10% ethanol.” In the United States,
most ethanol comes from a renewable
resource, corn.
Sadly for many of us who enjoy
the sport of classic motor cars, the fuel
systems in our cars were not designed
for blended fuels such as those that
contain ethanol. The ethanol creates
a variety of challenges for fuel delivery systems not intended for ethanol
use including rubber seal erosion and
moisture retention. Many MGers run
“standard” (i.e. ethanol blended) fuel
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Dear Robert,
Just been reading The MG Driver May/
June (sent to me by Ken Smith) – always
a good , interesting window on your USA
world! I was interested to read on page 12
about the new MGB Grill Motif. I thought
you and your readers might be interested
to know what happened when the original
wavy red background was first introduced
here on the MGB first production. The
badges were made by Lucas Electrical to
my design and approved by my boss Syd
Enever and Director John Thornley. Almost as soon as the new cars got on the
road, Syd and I got a strong comment from
the London Police traffic division saying
the badge on the front of the car reflected
red to oncoming cars – as though it was
a tail (rear end) light and please could we
change this for safety reasons? A prompt
instruction from us in MG design to
Lucas authorized the change in the badge
background behind the MG motif to a flat
non-reflective red, which stayed from then
on.
Yours Sincerely,
—Don Hayter, Ex Chief Designer,
MG Abingdon ( Well retired !)

is welcome at the all British field meet. By
this email I want to thank Ken Smith and
Colin Goody for their help on this. Thanks
again,
—Dick Mullins
Thanks for your excellent article!
To our membership,
There is a group of MG owners from
Australia who shipped their cars
down to Chile. They will be driving
their MG’s from South America, thru
Central American, Mexico and then
into the United States. Once in the US
their travels will take them through
the Mountain Time Zone (including
Denver) and ending up in Vancouver,
BC. The plan is to store their cars in
Vancouver and next spring drive the
Trans-Canada highway to Louisville
and MG 2016.
Quite the adventure!!
Mgpanamerica.mgcc.com.au/default.
shtml

Thank you very much Mr. Hayter!
I can’t tell you how happy I am
that they are recreating these. I
saw one get broken a few years
ago and almost got sick over the
loss.
Hi Robert,
I got my MG Driver and I want to
thank you so much for the nice job
you did on my article. When I was
at MG 2013, I observed that very few Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Verloop
people had heard about cars like the
1967 MGB/GT special or the Golden
Jubilee Edition MGBs. I set out to provide
There is another group of MG owners from
the inside story on these cars and all the
The Netherlands traveling across the US
other rare MGB’s. . Your help in doing this
and Canada this summer for the 2015
is greatly appreciated. There may or may
Trans-America Challenge. Starting in
not be more cars coming over from the UK
Halifax, Nova Scotia, on June 6, then travas bringing one of these over is expensive
eling through eastern Canada, crossing
and risky. Having said that, any UK MGB
into the US on June 11 at Old Forge, New
16
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Autoweek.com/article/car-life/denisemccluggage-1927-2015
—Greg Prehodka, MG Vintage Racers
MGVR.org

Thanks for passing this along
Bruce!
Denise McCluggage, 1927-2015
FYI - an icon of sports car racing and
automotive reporting for so many
years is gone. She grew up with the
sport and the cars - so many of which
we vintage race now. A sad loss,
but she had a great run, and leaves
behind many memories for so many!

A look at the Vanderoop’s boot with spares!

Trans-American Challenge

Letters to the Editor

York. Travel in the US will go from there,
through Michigan, Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, Wyoming, Idaho, Nevada,
and ending in San Francisco on June
28. We’ve been in contact with Anthony Verloop who has promised us a
rundown of the trip in a future issue.
—Bruce Wyckoff
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Annual General Meeting • Louisville, Ky.
Saturday, October 23-24, 2015

1970 MGB • 115,000 kms • 13 Years • America

Images provided By Jennifer Orum

Article and images provided By Tony Burgess, NAMGBR Convention Coordinator

T

his year’s
NAMGBR
Annual
General Meeting
(AGM) will be
held the weekend
of October 23-25,
2015 in Louisville
Kentucky, site of
the every-five-year
All-MG gathering.
Rooms have
been blocked for
Friday and Saturday nights, October 23 & 24, 2015
at The Crowne
Plaza Louisville Airport and the rate
is $99/night (plus tax). You can book
your room by either using the link
below, or phone 888-233-9527 and use
the Group Code “MGB REGISTER”.
Unsold rooms will be released on
September 29.
https://resweb.passkey.com/
Resweb.do?mode=welcome_ei_
new&eventID=13441414
This meeting is open to all
NAMGBR members and their
guests and are you encouraged to
attend all or part of the weekend’s
activities.

The weekend’s schedule is as follows:

Friday night (October 23th)

7:00 pm– Meet in the host hotel lobby
7:30 pm - Dinner at the hotel due to
varying arrival times.

Saturday (October 24th)

9:30 am – 11:00 am – Tour of hotel.
11:00 am – 12:30 pm – Lunch (on your
own)
12:30 pm - 1:00 pm - Setup for AGM
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm – Annual General
Meeting of the North American MGB
Register
7:00pm - Dinner
(offsite location)

Sunday (October
25th) - Check Out
and travel home.

Please contact me on
MGOHIO@AOL.COM
or 614-899-2394 if
you have questions
about this year’s
AGM. Hope to see
you there.
18
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By Alyn Edwards, Vancouver Sun
Originally published:
November 7, 2014

British car repair shops when looking
for a suitable MGB.
She was very specific in what she
was looking for: “Wanted, 1968 to
1974 MGB with overdrive. Red or British Racing Green preferred.”
Jennifer had joined the Canadian

ennifer Orum loves to drive her
beautifully restored flame red 1970
MGB sports car.
That’s a bit of an
understatement, considering the West Vancouver
woman has circled North
America several times
with her cherished convertible and plans to do it
again next year.
A chance meeting
in 2001 with another
sailing enthusiast in a
ferry lineup led Jennifer
to become reacquainted
with the sporty British
roadster that she loved
in her youth but could
never afford. One day, the
woman pulled into her
Mounties provide an honour guard for Jennifer Orum’s
driveway in a 1980 MGB
1970 MGB at an international MG show in Ottawa last July.
Special Edition with the
top down. That did it. The memories
Classic MG Club to learn everything
came back. Jennifer wanted one.
she could about these cars. She knew
The now-retired co-ordinator of
the pre-1968 models did not have
student financial services at the Brittransmissions with synchromesh on
ish Columbia Institute of Technology
all four gears and could not be downadmitted to having a “mid-life crisis”
shifted easily into first.
in the ad she posted in Vancouver-area
The MG Driver • July / August 2015
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and then imported into Canada to
MGBs built from mid-1974
Victoria by the previous owner.
through the 1980 model year are
Since acquiring her cute little
known as “rubber bumper Bs” with
sports car, which she calls B52, Jenblack bumpers required to meet U.S.
nifer has driven it 115,000 kilometres
National Highway Traffic Safety
around North America to participate
Administration standards. She wanted
in shows, rallies, slaloms and autocross
a classic MGB with delicate chrome
competitions. The first trip was in
bumpers, wire wheels and the over2003 to Mount Hood, Oregon for the
drive that’s an advantage for long
North America MGA Register’s Get
distance cruising.
Together. The only problem with the
She thought she had found the
car was a loose wire that temporarily
right car in Victoria and contacted
disabled the ignition.
local MGB expert Mike Owen to look
Next came the North American
it over.
MGB Register’s MG2005 show in
“This is not the right car for you,”
Olympia, Wash., followed by MG2007
he said at the end of the inspection.
in Sonoma, Calif., and then directly to
A week later, one of his customa NAMGAR Get Together in Whistler,
ers told him it was time to sell the
B.C. In 2009, she drove to an MGB
1970 MGB that Mike had completely
event in Breckenridge, Colo.
restored for him six years before. This
The next year, Jennifer and her
was the car for Jennifer.
She took a bus to
Victoria with a bank
draft for $16,000 and
bought the car. It was
Oct.20, 2001 — by
wonderful coincidence, this particular
MGB’s birthday
as it had rolled off
the British Leyland
Motor Company’s
Abingdon assembly
line in England on
Oct. 20, 1969. The
car had been initially Jennifer Orum and MG friends In Victoria at the start of the Capital to
shipped to California the Capital Cruise (C2C) to a national show in Ottawa last summer.
20
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Jennifer driving from Olympia, Washington, MG 2005 on the “Pacific Run” to the shore.

roadster went across
the continent to
Delevan, Wisconsin
for GT-35. She then
attended the all-MG
gathering in Reno,
Nev., in 2011. She was
honoured that year to
receive the Enthusiast
of the Year award from
the North American
MGB Register. Two
years ago, she drove
to GT-37 in Dayton,
Ohio.
Last year, she and
B52 travelled more
than 17,000 kilomeJennifer on the MG 2011 showfield, concours line up in Reno, Nevada.
tres, much of it solo.
with their Longest Distance Travelled
She went first to Ottawa and then on
award. She was also given the Driver
to the North American MGA Register’s
of the Year award by the MG Car Club
GT-38 show in Asheville, N.C.
Northwest Centre (Seattle).
In 2013, the MG Owners Club of
This past summer, she travelled
Northern California presented her
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fellow MG driver saw
her swiftly back on her
way.
Her secret is having a great mechanic.
She often calls Mike
Owen in Victoria from
somewhere on the
road. “This is making
a noise. What do you
think it is and what
should I do?” More
often than not, the
problem is quickly and
easily sorted out and
The well-traveled 1970 MGB owned by West Vancouver’s Jennifer
she keeps on rolling. “I
Orum on display.
have learned to remain
calm and to not get
13,000 kilometres around North
upset,” she says.
America. She went first to San FranComing up in 2015 is another
cisco where she joined members of the
long trip east to attend back-to-back
Sorry Safari Touring Society to head
shows. The first is in Niagara Falls,
north again to Victoria. There she
Ont., and, one week later, in the
joined the Cruise to the Capital — a
Bavarian-style resort community of
convoy of MG cars — heading to the
Frankenmuth, Mich.
GT-39 show in Ottawa before driving
“I want to do these things while I
back to San Francisco where she keeps
can. I may live a little longer if I keep
a small apartment.
moving,” she says referring to the escaJennifer is a member of seven MG
lating mortality rate among her large
and other British car clubs in both
circle of friends.
Canada and the U.S. and is very active
How long will Jennifer keep drivlocally in the Canadian Classic MG
ing her treasured MGB?
Club/ Canadian XK Jaguar Register.
“I plan to do this well into my
She travels with a full bevy of
80s,” she says. “After all, people sail
tools and parts organized in boxes
into their 80s. Why can’t I drive?”
stored in the boot (the British word for
Alyn Edwards is a classic car
trunk). These include a fuel pump, filenthusiast and partner in Peak Comter and carburetor parts, a full ignition
municators, a Vancouver-based public
set, hoses, radiator and gas caps, extra
relations company.
brake, turn signal and hazard light
aedwards@peakco.com
switches, all replacement light bulbs,
fuses, a water pump
and gaskets.
The only real
trouble she’s had on
her cross-continent
journeys was the
failure of a new oil
pressure hose that
had been installed
only a month before.
But she had kept
the original and
roadside repairs west
of Indianapolis by a
22
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A Tisket, A Tasket . . . What’s In Your Basket?

Article and images provided By Karla Rogers

An all leather option.

Backpack style.

Belts work great as secure straps.

W

hat could be better
on a lovely day then
to hop in your MG
and take a leisurely cruise?
How about that same cruise
with a loved one riding
alongside you and a picnic
basket ready for you both to
experience a great “date”?
Being the wife of an avid MG
enthusiast, I found the enjoyment of owning a MG greatly
enhanced once we began to
cruise the back roads of our
state with a picnic on board.
It has been a great way for
both of us to enjoy our MGB
roadster and for me to share
my husband, John’s, passion
for MGs. Picnic baskets are
great because they provide
the opportunity to stop anywhere you choose to picnic,
enjoy the view, and each
other’s company; ultimately
providing a memorable daytime “date”!
I am often asked, “What
do you do at all those British Car Shows you attend?”
My answer is simple: “Since
I am unfamiliar with the
mechanical aspects of each
car, there are two activities
I especially enjoy. One is to
peruse the various picnic
baskets other enthusiasts
have chosen; the second
is recording the personalized plates.” (But the license
plate photos and story will
be for another time!) The
picnic basket choices are as
creative and varied as the
owners and models of cars.
Each offers a unique way to
express oneself and include
loved ones in the pleasures
of owning a British car.
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As evidenced in the
photos, the possibilities
are endless for a statement piece to individualize
your car! Found within the
baskets is everything from
a simple set up of a small
cheese board, knife, wine
glasses and bottle holder,
to elaborate service for 4-6
people with plates, cutlery,
wine glasses, coffee mugs,
thermos, cheese board,
napkins, table cloth, food
containers, and more! From
bottled water to luxurious
champagne, sandwiches
to gourmet cheeses, caviar,
and Grey Poupon, one will
find a wide spectrum of
culinary delights amidst the
baskets.
Our personal quest
to obtain just the “right”
picnic basket for our needs
was challenging. My 74 1/2
Citron colored MGB roadster, (nicknamed GROOVY
B), was originally purchased
to be a daily driver for our
son as he commuted to and
from a local college. For
various reasons, this did not
work out well for him, so we
obtained the car. In 1975,
our wedding gift to one
another was a brand new 74
1/2 burgundy MGB, straight
off the boat from Britain.
That original MGB was sold
once we started our family, but has always held a
special place in our hearts.
John did an amazing job
of restoration on GROOVY
B in honor of that wedding
gift and our now 40 years of
marriage.
We first used a cloth
“backpack” style picnic
basket for our dates. These
are lightweight and handy,
especially if you are prone
to parking and hiking to
24

CA Dreamin!

Groovy B

Clever way to secure the basket.
Just the right size!

Everything we need.
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Again, just the right size!

your chosen picnic spot.
However, after photographing various baskets at British Car Shows, we agreed to
find something a bit more
“authentic” to the era of
our car. We purchased what
we thought would be the
perfect wicker picnic basket
online. Once it arrived,
though beautiful, we discovered that it was much too
large. Seems that we should
have paid more attention
to the dimensions listed! It
appears to be a perfect size
for a Land Rover, but not
GROOVY B.
Still using our backpack, we decided to try a
more unique approach that
would free up trunk space.
We began our search for a
small piece of luggage to
convert to a picnic basket
that would fit the luggage
rack. Eventually we found
an overnight case at an antique shop, circa late 60’searly 70’s. After disinfecting
and cleaning the inside,
we were able to include just
the right amount of needed
utensils, napkins, glasses,
cutlery and cheese board to
fit our needs. An old leather
belt to secure it to the rack
adds authenticity. Lastly, we
hunted online for travel decals for places we have traveled in GROOVY B. It has
been a perfect picnic basket
that fit’s the unique color
and style of GROOVY B.
This is all to say, if
you are pondering ways to
increase the enjoyment of
your car for both yourself
AND loved ones, consider
the photos and find your
own “picnic basket”…one
day you just might hear
someone inquire, “What’s
in YOUR picnic basket?!”
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The Three GT Amigos Trip to French Lick

Article and images provided By Karen Schulte, Philadelphia MG Club

P

‘no’ air conditioning needed so far. We
reparations for the trip to MG
stopped every two hours to stretch,
2014 in French Lick, Indiana,
get gas and do the usual… Then the
began 19 months before when
mountains of Pennsylvania! Skinner
the restoration of “Skinner” our 1974
was moving along nicely, shifting
1/2 MGB/GT was started. Time and
into overdrive and getting good gas
work going to George Van Horn’s shop
mileage, then the temperature gauge
(Rackafish LLC) in Stowe PA. Helping
started to climb. A call to George and
George with other people’s cars and
a short time later, he said do what
asking George for his expert advice,
John Twist would say: “Just put duct
the car was road worthy and ready for
tape over the gauge and keep going.”
its inaugural long trip. Oh, and don’t
Even after the overdrive became temforget, air conditioning was added to
alleviate a hot, nasty ride out and back, peramental, our first day was pretty
uneventful and we rolled into Heath,
keeping the navigator comfortable!!
Ohio, just in time to put our bags in
Along with car preparations, we
our rooms and head out to dinner.
met with Ken and Lillian Collins and
Off and driving early the next
Steve Harding to form the “Three GT
morning (Sunday) making it around
Amigos” Yes, two 1974 1/2 MGB/GTs
and a 1973 MGB/GT. Ken got
his GT in tip top shape, adding
Skinner out for restoration.
air conditioning too, and new
shocks. Lillian said she actually
will take more trips in the car
now! Steve had a small setback
with his daily driver but managed to join us after a visit with
George to make sure his GT was
ready for the trip as well.
We chose to leave Saturday
morning. It turned out to be a
great choice because Friday’s rain
storms were severe and created
flooding. Weather was great and
26
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Cincinnati, Ohio and through Louisville. Air conditioning was needed
as the temperatures began to rise. We
rolled into the hometown of Larry Bird
around 2:30. Got settled, registered
for the Convention and looked into
Monday’s activities- Winery, Spring
Mill Park dinner and a drive-in movie.
We decided to walk through the town
of French Lick and headed to 33 Brick
Street restaurant (also owned by Larry
Bird). We met on the patio for an
introductory gathering and caught up
with other current and former club
members: Mark and Donna McCarraher, Tripp and Georgia Arnold, Pete
Cosmides, and Terry Allen(lives in
Georgia).
Monday, following a nice hour
long walk trying to find a local
breakfast café, Jim and I met the other
Amigo’s to grab a shuttle from the
hotel to the closest winery, French Lick
Winery, tasting wines at 11:30 am (we
were on vacation) and had a great Italian meal there. The shuttle came back
and took us for a short jaunt to show
us the Pete Dye signature golf course.
They weren’t supposed to shuttle us to
and from the winery, but once again
we sweet talked them into taking us…a
sizeable tip helped. We finished Monday by traveling to Spring Mill State
Park for a triple seating buffet dinner
(it was originally to be two separate
sittings), shopped in the Park store
then drove to the drive-in movie to
tailgate until it started at 9:45pm. Oh, I
forgot to tell you, just as we were ready
to caravan to Spring Mill, another club
member showed up, Jim Witte. He flew
into Indianapolis and drove a rental to
French Lick. He registered and hopped
in Steve’s car to join us for dinner…
more on Jim later.
            Tuesday, the five of us gathered early to catch a nice comfy, air
conditioned bus to Nashville, Indiana,
a two hour ride to a town with 125
shops and restaurants for the day. Going to the bathroom on a bus is worse
than on an airplane! Just wanted to
throw that in… Lillian and I shopped
while the guys relaxed. They found a

candy store for munchies, but found
at a place called “Out of the Ordinary”
for lunch that had good beer and food.
We needed to check on our Silent Auction items we had bid on and we did
well. Jim – wheel trim rings and sill
plates plus a book, Karen, a British flag
neck rest. Perfect for the ride home.
Ken said I looked like a Bobble-head as
we went over bumps in the road, and
Steve won a 2014 show emblem carved
into wood made into a wine stopper
(this goes with his wine purchase at
the local winery). Dinner was late so
we opted to go to a restaurant in the resort, The Power Plant. I think we went
to the casino too! Love penny slots!
Final day at MG 2014, show
day! 93 degrees with high humidity,
no clouds. A parking lot and resort
grounds to display all the cars. We had
five cars in our class and Ken and Lillian had eight cars. I made it through
an hour outside as well as the others.
Jim stuck it out for four hours. We decided to get the shuttle to West Baden
Hotel. It was magnificent! It has a 200
foot dome with gorgeous interior.
West Baden is a beautiful luxury hotel.
Afterwards, the girls relaxed in our
rooms and the guys finished voting.
Then it was time to get ready for the
banquet and awards.
“Skinner” has now been officially
broken in and the air conditioning
worked fine. All the work, time and
money spent on “Skinner” was worth
it. I think the “Three GT Amigos” will
do it again!
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2015 BMTA Conference
Article By Robert Rushing

T

his year’s conference of the
British Motor Trade Association
was held in Kansas City and
hosted by Victoria British. For those
of you unfamiliar with the BMTA, it
is a trade association made up of shop
owners, suppliers, publications, and
national marque clubs. Their goal is
to share knowledge and best practices
to help support the British car hobby.
Each year, the organization holds a
conference to bring members together
to share the latest trends and attend
workshops from experts in the field.
One of the first presentations was
by Amanda Gutierrez of McPherson
College (she says that it’s pronounced
“MacFURson”), which is the only
college to offer a four-year bachelor’s
degree in Automotive Restoration.
Their graduates go onto work for major
museums, private collectors, and the
collector car industry. She discussed
the program and how they are always
on the lookout for summer internships
in restoration shops for their students.
It’s an intensive program and very
selective.
Other presentations the first day
included a presentation about creating
a small business plan for growth and
succession; as well as, a presentation
by Hagerty Insurance on grassroots
marketing and organizing events. That
evening, attendees were able to tour
the private Armacost Museum whose
focus in primarily on Studebakers, but
also has an impressive collection of
Ferraris and British Cars.
Saturday was spent all day at the
Victoria British/Long Motor Corporation Trucks facilities. Kent Prather,
multiple-SCCA National Champion
in his MGA, gave a presentation on
performance engine preparation. Jeff
28

Nichols, a photographer with VB/
LMC, went over photographing cars
and parts to best present for sales.
Chris Tracy with VB/LMC discussed
how to utilize social media to expand
your reach.
After lunch, Richard Newton,
owner of Newton Commercial which
is an original equipment quality trim
manufacturer in the UK, talked about
how he and his wife started his business out of their home in the 1970’s after a request for an interior piece from
a company came in and he couldn’t
find a supplier. He and his wife made
up the piece and then got more requests; now they are one of the largest
classic British car interior providers in
the world. Richard also talked about
his days as an apprentice at Morris Motors in his early career and how he had
even got to work in the Comps Department at Abingdon for a year! His son
Jonny was on hand to talk about their
expansion and future plans.
The big event of the day was the
tour of Victoria British and the Long
Motors facilities. To say they are massive is an understatement. VB has a
warehouse of about 50,000 square feet
where orders are taken for our British
cars. Their LMC warehouses dwarf VB.
Their main warehouse is over 200,000
square feet, focusing mainly on classic
American truck parts, and ships out
tens of thousands of packages monthly
and shipped around the globe. A
tour was also given of their overflow
warehouse where they also store all
their “measurement” cars – dozens
of old trucks and British cars that are
used to measure parts for new suppliers or to test fit new parts. In addition,
they own a separate building just as a
photography studio.
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Victoria British Ltd

®

Article By Susan Berkowitz

V

ictoria British Ltd® was started
in August of 1981 by Leo Long.
His interest in British cars started
when he worked evenings and weekends to “curbstone” cars. By refurbishing and selling the cars as an income
hobby, Leo accumulated a small inventory of parts from the parts cars that he
had purchased while working on the
vehicles. He soon found that selling
the parts was a better business model.
Parts were initially offered for
Jaguar, Morris Minor, Metropolitan,
Austin-Healey, Sunbeam, Lotus, Morgan, MG, and Triumph. In 1983, the
parts offered were narrowed down to
Austin-Healey, Sunbeam, MG, and Triumph. In 1987, Victoria British became
“British Motor Heritage Approved”,
direct with the Rover factory in England which allowed us to expand our
selection adding the availability of
over 15,000 original parts. To this day
Victoria British Ltd® is still British Motor Heritage approved and stocks over
15,000 different part numbers, many
imported directly from England.
In 2006, Leo succumbed to a short
battle with cancer. Prior to his passing he said, “I have turned my dreams
into an entrepreneurial success. I am
only as strong as my people and as
successful as my customers continued
satisfaction. I am extremely proud of
what has been created and accept that
growth is elemental to the future of
LMC.” There were many people who
had worked with Leo and been employed by Long Motor Corporation for

more than 20 years including his wife
(Janet Long) and the President, Rebecca Hanrahan. Together they have
built a strong foundation from which
the company will continue to grow.
In 2013, Ms. Hanrahan purchased
the majority shares and hasn’t looked
back. Three of the company’s British
cars have been restored. Inventory has
been rearranged to better utilize space
and pull orders more efficiently. Becky
has brought in packing equipment to
eliminate peanuts, reduce damage,
increase productivity and expedite
orders quicker. New shipping equipment that she brought into Victoria
British Ltd® is at the forefront of shipping technology.
Continuing to invest and grow
the business – watch for changes to
the Victoria British Ltd® website as we
continue to upgrade and provide a better online shopping experience for our
customers. Seeing all of the customer
stories that are sent into the company,
she was the driving force to creating a
website where these stories can be seen
and most importantly shared with the
rest of the world at www.BritishSportsCarLife.com.
In March of 2015, Victoria British
Ltd® was proud to host the British Motor Trade Association Conference. The
conference stressed that shops need to
continue to grow their business and
pass along their knowledge to preserve
the industry. Victoria British Ltd® is
committed to help you
“KEEP’EM ON THE ROAD” ®
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Book Review
Brooklands Road Tests: MGC and MGB GT V8

Article and images provided By Robert Rushing

B

rooklands Books has produced
numerous Road Test books
over the years. The formula is
simple – pull old magazine reviews
and put them together into one place.
For years, I have heard that the early
press reports on the MGC were fairly
negative with many complaining that
the engine was too heavy which upset
the balance of the car and that it was
not as fast as they had
expected. So I purchased this book
to see if I could find
out for myself.
Unfortunately,
what I had heard
about the early
reports turned out
to be correct. Almost
all of the reviews
mentioned the same
things – weight, bad
third gear acceleration,
low fuel economy,
handling, power – but
what else they said
was even more telling, they were looking
for a “hairy chested”
sportscar like the earlier
Austin-Healeys and were
disappointed. I quickly
got the impression after
reading the first few reviews that this
expectation had clouded their view on
the car.
As far as the balance is concerned, weight distribution went
from 52/48 in the MGB to 55/45 in
the C (although some reported it as
56/44). That doesn’t sound way out
of line. Complaints about the engine
being not as good as the Healey were
overblown because the horsepower
difference was only 1 or 2. The feel
might have been different since the
30

new C engine had more main bearings, making it much smoother and
more reliable, but less rev-happy.
One surprise I did find was that a
number of the reviewers preferred the
automatic to the manual/overdrive.
The main complaint about the manual
transmission was that the gearing
between second and third was large so
acceleration in third
was very slow. Also
that engine speeds
were low enough
with the big six,
that overdrive
wasn’t all that
necessary. Safety
Fast magazine did
a test between the
manual and the
automatic. When
kept entirely in
“D”, the difference over a
quarter mile
was almost a
full second
slower than
the manual
(20.0 seconds
versus 19.1).
However,
when the automatic was
“manually” shifted from L1 to L2 to
D, the quarter mile time dropped to
19.1, equal to the manual. If the third
gear ratio was better, the manual
would have still been faster than the
automatic; but since it wasn’t, the
automatic made an equal performance
choice – plus, it made the car a more
comfortable cruiser.
One of the most negative reviews
came from Car magazine during a
comparison test between the TR5
and the MGC. They reported that
the Triumph outperformed the MGC
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in almost all categories. Of course,
they were using the TR5 which had
Lucas fuel injection versus the North
American version, the TR250, which
was carbureted, so the performance
difference might have been a lot less
over here. Ultimately, it is history that
showed that the MGC was superior
because in the 1968 Sebring 12-hour
race, the MGC finished 10th overall
driven by the dynamic duo of Andrew
Hedges and Paddy Hopkirk (and third
in class behind two Porsche 907s)
while the TR250 was DNF after 47 laps.
The MGC also fared well in numerous
other races and international rallies, so
the proof is definitely in the pudding.
If I thought the reviews were

unfairly tough on the MGC, they were
just a warm up to the absolutely blistering articles on the MGB GT V8. The
factory V8 has always had a mythical quality here in the US because we
didn’t get them. It always seemed like
such a perfect solution – a lightweight
motor with more power in a great car
– but we tend to forget that the MGB
was twelve years old by the time the
V8 came on the scene so it was very
long in the tooth. Time and again, the
reviewers placed in at the bottom in
comparison test, especially against the
Ford Capri RS. As one reviewer noted,
“The MG V8 is too little, too late, and
too much.”

Home-Made Tools: Wire Wheel Hub Grease Cap Removal

Article and image provided By Denny Hale, Kansas City MG Car Club

W

e’ve all been in the position
where we simply don’t have
the right tool that would
make a project easy, so we modify,
adapt or create something that will
work. I have several of these laying
around my workshop, so I thought I’d
share some ideas. Sometimes the correct, and most easily used tool is cheap
and easy to find, but if you’re working
on something, and you don’t want

to stop and go out shopping, you just
make do with what you can find.
After reading an article in one of
our magazines that showed somebody
using a log chain to remove a wire
wheel bearing grease cap, I thought I’d
share the tool I created one day (picture below) for that job. All the treads
are 5/16”-18 (coarse thread) to match
the threads on the cap stud.

A – A short piece of female all-thread, or spacer. A nut could be used, threaded half way onto the
bolt, but it would be a little short.
B – A washer, less than 1 ¾” to fit inside the hub. It’s not necessary, but it helps center the tool		
inside the hub.
C – A nut to lock the all-thread, and hold the washers.
D – A large washer. Anything bigger than 2 ½”, to brace against the outside of the hub.
E – A nut to screw inward against the washer (D) to pull the cap out.
F – A bolt, at least 2 ½” long. The longer it is, the easier to use, but the harder to store.
B
D
A
C
E F

To use the tool, screw the all-thread (A) onto the cap stud, and then screw the nut (E) inward
until the cap pulls off. To put the cap back on, screw the tool onto the cap stud (not tightly),
then tap the bolt head with a small hammer until the cap fits snugly in place.
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Ken’s Korner

I

Article and images
provided by Ken Smith
(Barbie & Ken)

was thinking the other day, while
looking through some old photographs, that it will soon be 36 years
ago that I saw my first Limited Edition
MGB at a big MG meet in Hausach,
Germany, driven by Peter Frearson
then MG plant manager. This was in
1979 and the first LE had rolled off the
production line a few months earlier
in March.
The Marketing intention of BritJudy Estrada - NAMGBRs first LE Registrar
ish Leyland was to boost sales of the
MGB in North America and Canada
timely passing in 2008. I then took up
and many dealers soon began stashing
the reins succeeding Ron, as Registrar,
the cars away in the hopes they would
and eventually purchased Ron’s own
become collector’s items! 250 cars
Limited Edition MGB. As you may
were destined for Canada each one
have read in these pages, because of ill
individually numbered and assigned a
health, I have now sold the car to Ron
special plaque, but the LE stripes and
& Jeri Jarosz in South Carolina.
other items unique to the type were
We now have a total of well, over
left for the dealers to install. Altogether
400
LEs
on file including several from
6682 Limiteds were produced and
overseas in places such as Australia,
the formation of the North AmeriHolland, and Germany. The Halfcan MGB Register in 1991 led to the
Millionth car produced at Abingdon
appointment of special registrars for
was an LE and this car can be seen on
this model, the first of which was Judy
display at the Moss Motors showroom
Estrada from Kentwood Michigan,
in Richmond, Virginia.
who after a move to Florida handed
And if you own a Limited then
the registrar’s task over to Ron Tugwell
you
are
in good company as towards
in California who did an excellent job
the end of MG production, Henry
of growing the register until his unFord II asked if he could have to last
one produced to go with his 1930 MG
M Type in the Ford Museum. It was
not the actual last MGB but the VIN
number was changed to 523000 so it
appeared to be the last MGB produced.
If you feel that your LE should be
on our register then please contact me,
but please note I have closed my P.O.
Box in Goleta but my home address
will still find me!
My first look at MG L.E.
32
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L

ast summer, as mentioned in the
May/June issue of The MG Driver,
I published a 9 part website series
of two young guys, (myself and friend
Tom,) traveling to California (and
back) from New Jersey, embracing the
awakening of our travel spirit and the
quest for seeing what lies around the
next bend; and discovering a lot more
about ourselves, the times in which
we were living, and the wonder of the
road from the incredible perspective of
my MGB.
Following are some highlights.
The complete series can be found at
Mvschulze.wordpress.com

1967: 7700 Miles, 11 Days, Cross Country
Two Friends on the Road-Trip of a Lifetime
Article and images provided By Martin Schultze

1965 BRG MGB

From here, the road climbed
continuously for miles through the
changing terrain, from plateau desert
to increasingly pine-tree populated
forest. The temperature was dropping
into the 40s°F as we approached the
junction at Jacob Lake, 7921 feet in
elevation. Turning south on Rt. 67
we eventually followed signs for an
overlook called Imperial Point, and
stopped in solitude for the remainder
of the night. We could only imagine
what daylight would bring, as we were
now on the rim of the Grand Canyon.
The sun would be rising above the
Navajo lands to the east in a few short
hours. It was …around 1:30 AM MST.

Impressive landscape at 5:30 am. An adventure that left memories cherished for life. This is just day three.

The Start:
After my girlfriend and I took the
roadster to NYC to see Simon and Garfunkel and a new group called “The
Doors” in Forest Hills, Queens, we said
our good-byes, and Tom and I left NJ
at about 3 AM on a Sunday morning,
August 13th, 1967. In two days, we had
covered over 1800 miles with one stop
near Memphis, TN…eventually reaching western Oklahoma at 1:30 AM CST
on Tuesday.
Day 3:
Tuesday, 5:30 AM, CST. The real
trip started today, as we woke up
roadside on Rt. 66. We were now out
of the Eastern states and entering the
Western plains. Forty-five minutes
later we stopped to watch the sunrise
in the Texas Panhandle.
34

Nearly 700 miles of absorbing
daytime exploring along that magical road, brought us just outside of
Flagstaff, AZ, where we turned north
on Rt. 89 – destination: Grand Canyon, North rim. By 11:30 PM, Tom had
done 435 miles, and I re-gained the
wheel as he moved to the right seat
for well-deserved rest. The rest of the
night would be one of the most memorable of my life.
Along virtually desolate Rt. 89
and 89a, the night sky was a dark satin
blue-black, punctuated by an impressive moon silkily illuminating the
native terrain, with sheer cliffs getting
my attention to the right, or east. I
was enthralled, and the knowledge
that the powerful Colorado River and
eastern vestiges of the Grand Canyon
were just off to the west, exponentially drove my already super-charged
excitement and anticipation of what
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was to come. I knew we would soon be
crossing the river on Rt. 89a, approaching the small town of Marble Canyon,
descending onto the long, narrow
two-lane bridge. There was no traffic.
(There were no people!) I stopped in
the middle, shut off the engine, and
looked in awe over the railing. In the
light of that gibbous moon
I could see and faintly hear
the Colorado River rushing
far below, and …the shadow
of the arch bridge on the
eastern walls of the canyon.
In the early morning hours
of August 16th, this was a
moment – breathtakingly
isolated, the faint rushing
Colorado River far below,
velvet sky, moonlight in
the canyon and the excited
anticipation of what lies
ahead.

Day 4:
Sun rising above the plateaus of
the Navajo Reservation, six miles east
as seen from Imperial Point, Grand
Canyon.
With flashlights, Tom and I
drowsily, but carefully, walked down a
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path to near the edge of the canyon
and would witness the indescribable
vista brightening before us. Outcroppings, gorges and trees stretched
thousands of feet below, with views
out over the distant Colorado River
and eastern plateaus. Perched on
separate ledges, with virtually no
sounds except an occasional hawk,
we leisurely watched the changing
colors painted by the warming sun.
The two or three hours we would
spend there was a re-generation of
our spirits and energy, and a long
contemplative break from the nearly
non-stop driving of the past few
days. In the ensuing reflective down
time, Tom and I would write to our
families back home; and girlfriends,
who would eventually become our
wives - and still are!
Later, On US 89a, northern
Arizona, the 10 minute downpour
would not give much relief from the
heat, especially after we put the top
up.

Along Rt. 9 in Utah, SW of Zion National Park – a quick jaunt off the side of
the road for this image above.

That night, it would be Las Vegas, and a rare motel-night’s sleep, for $8.

Day 5:
The sign was like a checkered flag,
as…we had arrived. California, here
we are, 2:15 PM, PDT, Thursday, about
3400 miles in 4 1/2 days.

36
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San Francisco - Tom stopped the car in a pedestrian walkway so I could get
this picture, somewhat to the dismay of waiting tourists.
We would walk across the Golden Gate Bridge, ride cable cars, and spend two
hours that night in the infamous Haight-Asbury district in San Francisco, immersed in the undertow of our young Baby Boom generation of the 60’s – social
unrest and the Viet-Nam war… The night before was a prelude to this, as we
walked along Sunset Blvd. in Los Angeles. But here, it was the epicenter.
Day 6:
Grauman’s Chinese Theater on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame: Stop the
car, run around with the tourists, and
GO!

on a blanket, we enjoyed the surfers,
California girls, and the beach scene
while The Beach Boys “Surfer Girl”
harmonized mentally within. We were
close to the prime surfing spot, here
in Southern California, on the beach,
and it couldn’t get much better. Yes
it could!... rent a surfboard for $4 an
hour!
Day 8:
On the banks of the Tuolumne River, west of Yosemite National Park. Pretty
much along the road, sleeping was cheap, and no reservations required.

Eager to get in the Pacific Ocean
We walked a few hundred yards
to the other side of the pier, changed,
and were in the Pacific Ocean in
seconds. Then, soaking up the sun up
38

Day 7:
The Pacific Coast Highway, Big
Sur and on to San Francisco.
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Tioga Pass, Yosemite National Park ~9,500 feet, just prior to changing in
shorts and T-shirts for a snowball fight!
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Later that day… Mono Lake, California
This is not a place you’re likely to find many visitors.
Think: NONE. This is not a tourist stop. The primitive
road brought us to within a few hundred feet of this
large “dead,” saline soda lake, land-locked for nearly a
million years. But was it dead? Just ask the thousands of
annoying “Alkali Flies” that cover the edges; and in the
uncanny still air, beneath the deceptive, alkaline water,
is a thriving life-colony of millions of tiny brine shrimp,
just part of an alien environment. We did not spread
out a blanket and turn on Music-Radio WABC here. But
migratory birds love it.
Walking back from the edge of the lake.
Note the MGB, center, distance. Nearest humans?
Maybe 50 miles!

Day 9:
Attempting Pikes Peak, Colorado Rockies: Our climb ended around 12,000
ft. (3660 m,) at a sharp curve overlooking Colorado Springs. In thin mountain
air, one carburetor setting does not fit all with these cars; one very dirty air filter
does not allow sufficient air-flow; and excessive low gear RPM spells trouble.
What did we know! To compound our troubles we didn’t read the cautions about
excessive breaking, while coasting and breaking (duh!) on the way down, and
subsequently waved over by the “Brake Check” guy at the milepost 11 check
point. (I believe it was the red glow from our wheels that gave us away!) While
the engine and brakes cooled, we bought post cards in the souvenir shop.
Days 10 and 11:
The long trip East, Western Kansas to Ohio, 956 miles, and a final 675 miles,
arriving home in Bergenfield, NJ, at 7:25 PM, Wednesday, August 23, 1967.

Some Statistics
Miles on odometer:
		
Most in one day:
Total time:
Total driving time:
Average Gas cost:
Highest:
Lowest:
Gas and oil used:
Average mpg

7704 (12,398 km) + roughly 50 additional miles on family tour in
Los Angeles.
1118 miles (1799 km) 21 hours.
~10 days, 19 hours
183/2 = roughly 90 hours each
$.409 per gallon
$.449 (Grand Canyon/Yosemite); $.439, Flagstaff Arizona
$.309 (LA); $.319 (Western Pennsylvania)
289 US Gal., $117.80. 13 US Qts. Oil, Av. $.568 per quart
26.8

All expenses:
 	 Food, room, purchases, entertainment, tolls, film, etc.: (~$150 each.)
Performance of car: Exceptional. No issues except Pikes Peak; no needed repairs; 		
		
engaging to drive; and surprisingly comfortable.
Marty Schulze – Currently 1969 white MGB, Forked River, NJ

An image of the White Mountains, bordering California and Nevada
from Rt. 6, cited as “one of the loneliest roads in America.”
40
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Steering

Article and images provided By Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group

The exploded view of the Steering Gearbox courtesy of the MGB workshop manual. Please refer to
the numbers in the explanations below.

T

he steering gearbox is by definition the heart of the MG steering
system. It is a gearbox because it
uses gears, in this case a steering rack
and a steering pinion, to transform
the rotational input from the steering
wheel into a linear output at the rack,
moving the wheels by virtue of the
steering arms about the swivel axle
pivot. This article isn’t going to tell you
how to rebuild your steering gearbox,
or even remove it because that opens
a whole new discussion on aligning
the u-joint in the steering column that
allows for the offset of the column in
the relatively wide MG body to the
narrower steering gearbox location.
Unless horribly abused the steering
gearbox is pretty robust, and with
some simple on-the-car maintenance,
you can keep on using your existing
steering gearbox literally forever.
Early cars may have a ‘grease’ nipple
(#14 in the exploded view) situated on
the steering gear housing, on a LHD
car, the nipple is below the car, under
42

the radiator. But it isn’t a grease nipple.
The steering gearbox is designed to
work with 90 wt gear oil, not grease.
The capacity of the steering box housing is 1/3 of a UK pint which somehow
got translated to .39 US pint in the
MGB Workshop manual, but it is closer
to .40 pint, or about 6-1/2 US fluid
ounces. The fluid is allowed to slip by
the steering gears and lubricate the
inner ball joints which allow the steering rods to flex up and down with the
suspension. It is important that these
inner ball joints are lubricated, something that a wad of grease cannot hope
to accomplish. The rubber ‘boots’ or
‘gaiters’ on the steering rods serve both
to seal the gear oil in the steering gear
housing, and to accomplish the job of
forcing the fluid back and forth in the
rack, from one ball joint to the other
and over the rack and pinion as the
steering is actuated, keeping things
nicely lubricated.
To reduce wear on the rack (#4 in the
exploded view) and pinion (#13) and
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to enhance the steering feel the pinion
gear must be kept in solid contact with
the steering rack but still be allowed to
flex for imperfections in the rack and
the alignment of the housing. This is
accomplished by a steering damper
(#6) that presses the rack onto the
pinion with the aid of a spring (#7) and
the yoke support (#5). All of this is held
in place by the yoke cover plate (#10).
A gasket (#9) and shims (#8) provide
the clearance from the cover plate to
the yoke that preloads the spring for
proper dampening. You can also see
that the inner ball joints on the rods
(#22) ride in a seat (#23) with a spring
against the adjustment provided by
the ball housing (#25) and the ball
housing locknut (#26). That is pretty
much the extent of the adjustments
possible inside the steering rack, but
we aren’t going to discuss the inner
ball joints in this article. If you keep
an eye on the fluid, and the gaiters
intact, there is rarely any reason to be
concerned about the performance of
the steering gearbox.
One day during a grease job or inspection of your MG you are going to see a
torn boot, or a puddle of gear oil under

the steering gearbox. It is important to
take care of these issues quickly, before
the enemies of our cars; moisture, dirt
and corrosive acids; can do their best
to grind our parts down into the base
components from which they sprung.
If a steering boot is torn or damaged,
you are best served to replace both if
you see any cracking or damage on
the opposite side. Some of the rubber
components available are less resistant
to oil and grease than those which
came with the car originally, but lately
rubber stocks have been improving,
so ask around for the best sources
available. I’ve had both good and bad
experience with Moss on this score,
but lately more good than bad. I offer
this as a warning that if you have a
serviceable boot on one side, it may be
best to retain it.
For these procedures, jack up the front
of the car and place sturdy jack stands
on the chassis frames just behind the
front wheels. Wiggle the car to make
sure it isn’t going to come down by
itself.
To replace the boot, there isn’t any
way to remove it without removing
the tie rod end (#30) from the steering

New Steering rack boots showing the original flange style clamps, but screw type clamps can work
as well. I would advise against tie-wraps as on some modern cars as the boots also seal in the 90
wt. lubricating oil. The yellow arrow shows the location to strike with a sledge while backing up the
opposite side with another sledge to remove the tie rod end, if needed.
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(or tie) rod (#22). Loosen the locking
nut (#36) exactly one turn (six flats)
and loosen the small clamp (#29) and
rotate the rod (#22) out of the tie rod
end. Eventually, the steering rod will
be dangling from the rack and you
can replace the boot by removing the
second clamp (#28) slipping the new
boot into place and tightening the second clamp. Leaving the small clamp
loose, thread the tie rod end back onto
the steering rod until you contact the
lock nut, making sure the tie rod end
itself is square with the steering arm
and not cocked, and then tighten the
lock nut one full turn. Now make sure
the boot end is sitting on the groove in
the steering rod and tighten the small
clamp. This procedure will get you
very close on your alignment; however, we will address alignment later in
the article.
If perchance the rubber boot on the
tie rod end is perished as well, you will
probably need to replace the entire
assembly as a replacement tie rod end
boot may not fit on your tie rod end,
and you may have a tie rod ball end
that is already well on its way out. To
get the tie rod end off of the steering
arm on the swivel axle you have to
distort the steering arm as the tie rod
end stud is a tapered fit, and it is free
to rotate in the ball joint. Loosen the
nut shown with the red arrow of the
photo and hold a three pound or larger
sledge against the joint on the steering
arm shown by the yellow arrow. Take
a good swing with a second sledge of
equal or greater size, and the steering
arm eye will distort and allow the tie
rod end to pop free. Several applications of the sledge might be needed
to create the distortion needed. Since
the new tie rod end will likely have
different dimensions, plan on doing
an alignment after you install the new
tie rod end.
If the source of the lost fluid is the seal
at the front end cover (#18) remove it
and replace the seal (#19) using some
flexible jointing compound such as
Permatex #2 or a quality aviation sealant. If the leak appears to be from the
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yoke cover plate (#10) that is really not
a big deal as you are going to have to
open this joint up to replace the fluid
missing, assuming you don’t have an
early car with the fluid nipple. I know
some people instead have luck with
opening a small end clamp on a boot
and injecting fluid there, but whenever I’ve attempted this method, all I
seem to get is a mess on the floor and
an unknown quantity of gear oil in the
steering housing.
I like to use a flexible spout oil can
pump with a measured 6 ounces of
gear oil in it (I figure there is still a half
ounce of gear oil somewhere in the
system). Remove the bolts and the lock
washers (#11 and 12 in the exploded
view) the cover plate, and carefully set
aside the shim(s) and gasket (yellow arrow in figure J.3 cross section, #8 and 9
in the exploded view).
With a large channel locks remove the
yoke (green arrow in the cross section)
as it only pops up a small amount with
the cover removed. Don’t grasp the
yoke tightly as you only want to wiggle
it free without marring the surface.
Take out the spring and the damper
(red arrow, #7 and 6) and inspect the
damper for wear. Usually you will see
a groove where it meets the rack upper
surface. Slowly feed the 90 wt. gear oil
into the steering housing through the
opening where you have removed the
parts mentioned. Replace the parts in
the order of disassembly with some
jointing compound on the gasket and
lightly torque (to 15 ft-lbs) the cover
plate in place.
If the groove noted in the damper
pad disturbs you, turning the damper
pad 90 degrees to the groove will not
do any good as the pad will quickly
relocate to its previous orientation. If
you decide to replace the damper pad
you can do so, but you will need to
stock a new gasket and an assortment
of shims which are available in .005
inch thickness and perhaps in half
and twice that thickness as well. Either
way, the workshop manual assumes
that you are replacing the damper pad
with the rack on the bench, but you
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a stack of shims thickness to match. Remove
the cover plate, install
the damper, spring,
yoke; add some jointing
compound to the gasket
and install it and the
shims with the cover
plate, torque the bolts to
about 15 ft-lbs. The only
drag you cannot eliminate from this process
is the steering shaft and
u-joint drag, so erring
on the tighter side of the
.0005 to .003 inch clearance is preferable.
If you have undone
either tie rod end, or
notice wear on your
tires, you may be due for
an alignment. Because
caster and camber are
fixed on the MG, the
only adjustment you
can make is for toe-in.
Excessive toe-in may be
indicated by wear on the
outside edge of one or
both of the front tires,
conversely, excessive
toe-out may be indicated by wear on one or
both of the inside edge
Cross section J.3, also from the MGB workshop manual. The shims of one of the front tires.
and gasket are shown with the yellow arrow, the yoke with the
The trick with aligngreen arrow, the damper pad with the red arrow, and the rack with ment is to work consisthe blue arrow.
tently, and not to trust
any marks or edges of
can adjust the pad tension on the car
by the following process. Remove both the tires, except those that you place
yourself. Ideally, the alignment would
tie rod ends from the steering rods by
be checked halfway up the rear of the
the process covered above. This will
tire, and halfway up the front of the
eliminate kingpin drag and the weight
tire, but on a very low car like most
of the wheels while feeling for the
MGs this isn’t always possible. The
tension. With the new damper pad,
best way I have found to adjust the
yoke and cover plate in place (without
alignment requires setting the MG on
the spring or shims) gradually tighten
a flat surface with the wheels pointed
down the bolts until it is just possible
as straight ahead as possible. Note that
to rotate the pinion shaft by drawing
the rack through the housing by hand. the steering wheel may not be aligned
at this point. Put a piece of masking
Measure the gap between the cover
tape at the same height on each tire on
and gasket, and the seat of the steering
the running tread. The middle of the
gear housing. To this dimension, add
tire is fine; and then make a narrow
another .0005 to .003 inch and select
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that. In this example each tie rod
end will be moved inward about
3/32 of an inch. Make sure the tie
rod ends are level to the steering
arm and roll the car forward one
a half revolutions and re-measure
at the rear and then the front as
before. The measurements should
now be within the specification of
1/16 to 3/32 of toe-in.
Drive the car in a straight line
and note the amount the steering
wheel seems to be off center. Stop
the car with the steering wheel
misaligned, and move both steering rods equal amounts, one into
a tie rod end and one out of a tie
rod end, while keeping the wheels
on the pavement from changing
their positions. The rack will move
Another figure from the MG workshop manual. The
in the steering gearbox and the
toe-in recommended (A < B)is 1/16 to 3/32 of an inch. pinion will follow until the steering wheel is re-centered. Test drive
pen mark on each piece of masking
the car to check centering and then
tape. Roll the car forward until the
re-check the alignment. Re-do the
marks appear on the rear of the tires,
alignment and centering if needed,
and carefully stretch a measuring tape
but with practice you can achieve the
between the marks, without condesired results in one shot!
tacting the bottom of the engine or
The steering on our cars is like any
exhaust. Measure and write down the
other system, and were designed to
measurement. Roll the car forward unbe trouble free if given proper maintil the marks appear on the front tires
tenance. Depending on your desire
as high as is possible without interferto dive in, there are additional things
ing with the body, and measure again,
that can be done to firm up the steerwriting down the measurement. With
ing, including re-bushing the steering
the tie rod end lock nuts loosened, and
column, completely rebuilding the
the small boot clamps loose as well,
steering gearbox, and re-bushing the
turn the steering rods to remove or
front suspension. As always, as you
add one quarter of each adjustment
work on your car, consult a trusted
needed. For example, if you found the
mentor for additional instructions and
front measurement is toed out 1/4 inch
work with care.
greater than the rear measurement,
you need to remove
between 5/16 and 11/32
of toe out from the total
measurement (front as
compared to the rear
measurement). Since
changing the toe will
change the rear measurement as well, you
only change half that
amount. Since there are
two front tires to adjust,
you only change half of
46
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B-Stingers Racing First in Class at VIR Event

Article and images provided By Michael Byrne, North Carolina MG Car Club

B-Stingers Team

T

he B-Stingers began the 2015 racing season by participating in the
Wild Hare Run at Virginia International Raceway on April 10-12. The
weeks leading up to the race featured
the usual busy preparations. Getting a
car (and a team) ready to race involves
as much work as the race event itself.
The car has to be thoroughly prepped,
including a process known as “nut
and bolting” in which team members
check and tighten the many bolts on
the underside of the car – having one
come lose or fall off on the track is
NOT a desirable option. Then there’s
taking the race car to the “dyno” for
horsepower testing on a kind of rolling
road attached a computer. Last but not
least, there are six large “totes” full
of spare parts, hardware, lights, oils

of various kinds, and camping stuff –
even a clock! – which must be checked
and packed.
Finally all was done, and on
Thursday an advance party of team
members checked in at VIR with
equipment as well as the team’s “Garage Mahal” portable garage facility.
Later in the day team member Simon
Briggs arrived with “Lucy,” his vintage
Airstream trailer, which serves as headquarters for cooking as well as lodging
for some of the crew.
For my part, instead of staying in
Danville, I opted for The Lodge, one of
VIR’s on-track hotel facilities. I highly
recommend The Lodge to anyone
spending a weekend at VIR, as you’re
right by the track (no worries – they
don’t race at night) and the rooms are
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The pits.

On the track!

large, well-appointed, and comfortable. I like to think I was a bit less wideeyed given it was my third race, but
really – every time you turn around
you see some amazing car or race setup
(including, this time around, an Aston
Martin D4 and a Turner coupe). And
the sight – and sound! – of the cars
lined up on and leaving the grid never
seems to get routine. I hope it never
does.
This year’s Wild Hare event featured the MG Vintage Racers, and MGs
were well represented. Thursday night
the B-Stingers helped with a cookout
for the MGVR folks and a good time
was had by all. I grilled several packages of bratwurst brought by B-Stingers
driver Rick Starkweather; all looked
good on the first
package until a realized I’d severely undercooked them. This
was remedied with
the subsequent brats,
but I again apologize
to driver Alan Tosler
for putting him at
risk of trichinosis,
ptomaine poisoning,
or whatever one gets
from undercooked
pork products.
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As with any first race of the year
there were some issues that needed
addressing when qualifying began on
Friday. The team’s racing wheel rims
had begun to show cracks after more
than ten years of loyal – and stressful
– service, so the team spent much of
Friday and Saturday “swapping” prospective wheel sets on and off the car.
Thanks to Hap Waldrop for making
wheel choices available!
For Saturday’s racing I enjoyed
doing my job of in-race secondary
timing duties and post-race temperature checks with an infrared gun. One
event I participated in for the first time
as a team member was a two-driver
“enduro” race of 30 laps and a mandatory five-minute pit stop. The B-Sting-
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ers appreciate Don Munoz stepping
in as our second driver; he did a fine
job. During the enduro, team member
Zarrel Lambert and I tried to “count”
each car and write its number down as
it sped past. With sixty cars registered
of many various makes and marques,
we … did our best.
One added feature to our racing
this year is that we now have a radio
system on the car that allows communication between crew chief Max
Fulton and driver Rick during the race.
With team member Andy Broughton
monitoring track communications, all
of this gives the team a much better
idea of what’s going on during a race
than before. The day was topped off
with a dinner put on by the Vintage
Driver Club of America, which hosted
the Wild Hare Event. It was at this
dinner that we were surprised – and
pleased – to receive an award.

Sunday
began with
Simon Briggs’
traditional and
much-appreciated “Captain’s
Breakfast” of
eggs, bacon, sausage, and (very
English) tomatoes. Later that
day, for competitive reasons,
crew chief Max
Fulton made the
call to change
the car’s differential at the track before our group
race. This is not a simple thing to do,
but Max, along with team members
Terry Jones and Simon Briggs, made it
look almost easy.
Either way it was well worth it:
Rick Starkweather absolutely tore up
our Sunday group race. Rick finished
fourth overall in the race and was the
second MGB to cross the finish line.
Best of all, Rick finished first in our
class in this race – a great accomplishment. Rick’s driving on Sunday was
inspired, and it was borne out by his
record lap time he sent in the Sunday
race. Congratulations for Rick for this
stellar performance! Looking at the
great pictures of the race taken by
team member Jim Lathan, you can see
that Rick put in a great effort that very
much paid off.
We’re happy that several Club
members attended on Sunday, and
we appreciated you
(including my friend
and experienced
racer Carl Cason)
stopping by to say
“Hello” to us in the
paddock. Wild Hare
was a great kickoff
to the racing season,
and we look forward
to seeing you at
future events. There
really is nothing like
vintage racing!
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aluminum housings are
very soft so go slow.

Modifying Headlight Housing on a 1976 MGB

Article and images provided By Pete Westbay, MG Club of St. Louis
was looking for a Halogen
headlight that would
fit the stock opening &
made of glass with a bulb
I could replace instead of
replacing the whole light.
I found a set on Amazon for $44.99 with free
shipping. http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00IZMYS3U/
ref=pe_385040_128020140_
TE_3p_dp_1
The website said they
would fit a 1976 MG. When
I got them I did a test fitting.
If you think of the headDremel cuts about to be bent into position.
light as a clock face, I found
the lights only fit with the
•Place something soft (a folded towel
“TOP” at the 11:00 or 1:00 O’ clock
or similar padding) under the work
position.
area in case the light slips out of your
I was about to send them back
hand.
when I got the idea to modify my
•Remove the stock lights from the
existing housings.
housings. Blocking the gap between
I called the vendor. They offered
the bumper and body will prevent
to give me a full refund & did give me a
dropped screws from going too far.
partial refund.
(ask me how I know)
Materials List: Phillips screwdriver, Flat
• You’ll notice the indents for the
Screwdriver, Channel lock pliers, Scissors,
stock lights are located at; 11:00,
Hammer, Pencil Compass Or Calipers,
2:30 & 6:30 positions.
Scribe, Blue painters tape, Dremel Tool &
•You’ll be adding indent’s at roughly
Small 2X4.
1:00, 10:00 & 5:30.

•Place the block of wood
under the housing so the
outer tabs don’t get bent
when you hammer.

I

•Place your flat screwdriver as shown between
the cuts. Hammer the
new tab to match the factory style.
•Using the pliers, finish bending the tab into
shape.
•Fit the light into the tab
and check your remainUsing calipers to transfer finished measurements to the next light. ing marks before cutting.
•They should be roughly at the 1:00,
10:00 & 5:30 positions.
•Next, scribe a line next to your tape
on one of the tabs.
•Using the dremel with cut off
wheel, make roughly a 3/8ths” long
incision on the scribe mark. The

•Cut & bend the remaining two tabs.
•Once you have the first light done
you can use calipers to transfer your
measurements to the 2nd light.
•Install dust boot, light plug and
trim rings.

•I cut a piece of Blue
painter’s tape1/4 in wide
& 1” long and placed it at
the top of the stock housing.
•I then marked the top of
the new light with ¼ inch
painters tape as well.

Aftermarket light on left, stock on right. The blue tape represents
the top and the white tape marks the position of the lugs.
50
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•Holding the new lights
up, match up the tape on
the light to the housing
and stick two pieces of
tape next to each “tab” on
the back of the new light.
A flashlight may help.

Upgrade complete!
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Body Panel Fabrication

Article and images provided By John Mangles, All British Car Repair

I

’ve been doing autobody and mechanical
work since I graduated
tech school in 1969; a
little longer than I like
to think about. All along
thru out my career, I’ve
had to make small parts
and/ or rust repair patch
panels and never really
thought too much about
it, until a few years ago.
I had been buying
rust repair panels for
some of the MGs that
1.
I’d been repairing and
it took me quite a while Using craft paper and magnets on the car to create the template.
to realize that I had to
a few YouTube videos to get an idea
“reshape” some of the
how to do what I had in mind. More
panels to make them fit to my liking.
fun! Then I had to get a planishing
In making some of these “modificahammer to help with fabrication and
tions”, I also realized I needed some
straightening of parts – another fun
different equipment to make the work
easier. The first piece I
bought was a combination shrinker-stretcher to
make curves in some of
the panels I was reshaping. The shrinker-stretcher came from Eastwood
for about $200. It took
me from cutting little
notches in the edges of
panels, so I could make
nice curves, then welding
the notches, to shrinking
and / or stretching the
metal into the shapes
that I wanted without
welding, and it is fun to
do!
Next, I wanted to
make a panel that had
a raised “rib” or bead
around it. How do I do
that? I found a bead
roller at Harbor Freight
2.
for about $129. I watched
I have marked where the paper was pleated to make the curve.
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3
I noted on the paper where I needed to add extra metal for the folded over edges.

but, very noisy tool. Then I bought
an English wheel but, we won’t go
there…..
The YouTube videos are a great
thing but, the best education and
money well spent in the use of these
tools, pattern making and the science
of metal shaping, I have to say was
from a few weekend seminars that I
spent in Holland, Michigan at Eclectic
Motorworks with Carl Heideman.
I learned more in those few weekends than I had, probably since tech
school. I attended Carl’s seminars
when he had guest speakers such as
Fay Butler and Ron Covell. It doesn’t
get much better than that!
Fast forward to now. I’m making
my own lower fender and dog leg rust
repair panels. I also recently tried and
accomplished a MGB lower quarter

panel, repair panel. The only difference is now I’ve replaced my hand operated bead roller with a motor driven
roller that is much easier for one
person to operate. The hand operated
roller required two people to operate,
especially on larger panels – one person to crank the handle and the other
to feed the sheet metal through.
For this article, I’ll be fabricating a lower fender repair panel for an
MGB/MGC using a piece of 20 gauge
cold rolled sheet metal. I’ll start by
making a simple but, detailed pattern
using craft paper, a few magnets and
a pencil. With the craft paper held to
the existing panel using the magnets
smooth out as many wrinkles as
possible. Do not cut away any of the
existing rusted or damaged panels
yet!!!

4
Transfering the pattern to the sheet metal
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5
Using the bead roller to start forming the edges.

Now, trace the basic outline
of the panel where all of the sharp
bends will be made. Then, fold the
paper around the edges and hold in
place with more magnets. You’ll notice that on the outside bends, the paper will be pleated. Fold these pleats
to make the paper follow the contours
of the panel. These pleats will let you
know that the metal will have to be
SHRUNK (pulled together) to help
form this bend. On the inside bends,
the paper will possibly be torn. These
areas will have to be STRETCHED.
(There will be no inside bends on this
panel)
Once all of the bends or folds are
noted on the pattern, trim the pattern
to the cut edges of the fender then remove the paper and, using the magnets again, lay the paper out flat on

your piece of metal that you’re using
to make the repair panel. (I’ve used a
black marker to make the notations
easier to see in the photos). Transfer
your pattern making notations on the
metal, where the bends go and what
needs to be folded, bent, shrunk or
stretched. Now cut the panel to size.
I usually start by folding the rear
edge over and flattening it to make
a smooth rear edge. This not only
significantly strengthens the panel; it
also leaves a nice rounded edge at the
door opening.
Next, I’ll use the bead roller to
start forming the edges. You’ll notice
how the metal starts deforming and
turning the wrong way. (Remember the pleats in the pattern? Too
much metal and has to be shrunk
or “pulled” together). This is where I

8

Using the shrinker jaws to form the correct
contour of the panel.

Rear quater panel I created

use the shrinker to “pull” the metal
together and start forming the curve
of the panel. I’ll also use my upper leg
and thigh to “roll” the panel to shape.
It will take a few passed through the
bead roller to get a more precise fold
or break on the edges as well as more
work with the shrinker jaws to form
the correct contour of the panel.
The whole time that I’m forming

the panel, I’m back and forth to the
car to check the fit. The idea of this is
to make a panel that can be welded
in place without having to force any
part of the panel to fit. Once you’re
happy with the fit and it looks like it
can be welded without forcing anything, you can start cutting away the
existing damaged panel and trimming your new panel to fit perfectly.

9

6
Using the shrinker to “pull” the metal together and start forming the curve of the panel.
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Quarter panel fitted to a GT
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Tech Talk

GPS Mount

Article and images provided By Lawson Fox

H

ere is a simple and reversible
way to mount a portable GPS
device or phone in the optimum
position in your MG. You can certainly
make it tidier than this example but
just get some Velcro with adhesive
back, stick it on the dash and the

device. Create a notched piece to wrap
around the rear view mirror rod. Add a
12v power source if you don’t have one
and you will never be lost again. Or at
least you will know where you are even
if the ghost in the GPS has sent you
down a wild path.

1
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Mr. Twist,
When installing a new clutch throwout bearing, should I put a little grease
on the bearing face or not? I know too
much grease is wrong, as it’ll migrate outward onto the clutch surface. But if a little
is OK, should it be moly multipurpose, or
the thick orange type which works so well
on snow shovels (seriously)? Thanks for
your generous service to the LBC hobby!
Regards, —Ed Hargrove
Ed,

2

3

John Twist
Technical Coordinator
The MGB Driver

4
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Your question is topical – we just
discussed release bearings this morning. The carbon release bearing common to all MGs (except the Midget
1500) should be fitted dry. You DO
want to place a little grease on the
axle of the bearing, where it hinges
in the release bearing fork. You also
want to fit a new release bearing fork
bolt and bushing so the fork doesn’t
rattle. We have encountered new fork
bolts several thousandths smaller in
diameter than proper – this allows
the fork to continue to wobble.
Our discussion this morning surrounded the roller bearing
“upgrades.” In the case of the later
Triumphs, a roller bearing is fitted and it works
well – because it is
held CONCENTRIC
with the thrust
plate on the pressure place. These
roller bearings slide
fore and aft but are
always centered
on the first motion
shaft.
Our cars – the
MGs and Healeys
– use a fork which
allows the release
bearing to rise and

fall (incrementally) as it moves fore
and aft. Therefore it is never concentric with the first motion shaft
/ center of the clutch. The result is
that you have metal rubbing against
metal – all it does is create heat and
the bearing fails, often more quickly
than the original carbon bearing.
The roller bearings roll, the
carbon bearings rub. You could fit
a carbon bearing for a roller bearing, but never a roller bearing for a
carbon bearing.
Hi John,
In your YouTube video on MGB SU
HIF4 tuning, I believe you say the timing
should be 32-degrees with the vacuum
disconnected. My books say 10-degrees
static and 11-degrees dynamic @ 1500
rpm. Just what do you mean? Is this the
new standard? I’m very confused. I’ve only
had my MGB for a month and am trying
to get to run as well as possible. Thanks
for any clarification you can give,
John Todhunt
John,
The distributor has three distinct
functions. It makes the spark (with
the coil) by opening the points; it
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times the spark by means of springs
and weights and a vacuum advance,
and it distributes the spark. All these
functions are contained in a unit
about the size of your fist. Nearly all
distributors need mechanical attention from the years of wear, abuse,
and neglect.
Prior to 1968 the distributor was
the 40897 with ported vacuum. This
offered the best performance for the
engine. After 1967, the manufacturer
fiddled with the timing, nearly every
year, and in more than one market,
to meet the pollution standards set
up for each year. After 1967, there
are another 20 distributors (at least)
which were fitted. Again, this was to
achieve compliance with the pollution regulations for that year and
that market.
The 1973/1974 distributors
are wildly different from the earlier one. The 1967 distributor has
an advance of 20-degrees on the
crankshaft. Working backwards
from 32-degrees maximum advance,
the static timing should be 12-degrees. (Static – engine OFF, NOT
running). In practice, the idle timing
is about 10-degrees above static –
around 20-degrees. The vacuum
advance works at higher speeds.
In great contrast, the 1973
distributor 41491 has an advance of
40-degrees on the crankshaft. Working backwards from 32-degrees
maximum advance, the static timing
should be NEGATIVE 8-degrees. At
idle, the distributor is advanced
about 10-degrees, which is STILL
after top dead center. The distributor
advance at 1500 rpms is about 16-degrees – moving the timing to 8-degrees the way I have it figured. The
factory spec is
12. The vacuum advance on this later
distributor (operated by manifold
vacuum – highest at
idle and deceleration) gives enough
advance to pull the
timing up another
8-degrees which
gets the idle timing
close to 20 BTDC.
There are two
rpm ranges where
58

the engine must perform the best –
idle and 3500 rpm. It’s not usual to
run the car at an intermediate speed
for much time. In the city you spend
a lot of time at idle. On the road
you’re running at 3500-4500 rpm to
stay with traffic. There are the two
places the timing MUST be correct to
offer drivability and power.
When the distributors were new
the rate of advance was within a
small variation. But – the intervening years of use, neglect, and abuse
have changed the rate of advance –
so it is no longer possible to assume
that an advance of 12-degrees at 1500
means that you will achieve 32-degrees maximum. If the springs are
stretched, you might get only 25-degrees (as they’ve expanded more by
1500 than they should), or, conversely, the springs have been changed
to stiffer ones or the distributor is
sluggish from lack of lubrication and
you might get 40-degrees total.
So what’s the big deal about
32-degrees maximum? Timing
is CRITICAL! Let me state that
again: Timing is CRITICAL!! “Back in
the day” people fiddled with their
timing until the car seemed to run
the best. This is NOT a proper tuning
method. Let me explain. We had an
enthusiast attend our “Tuning for
Speed” class about ten years ago. He
drove to Grand Rapids, Michigan,
from Hershey, Pennsylvania, in his
1967 MGB. That’s a run of about 600
miles. Our first day in the class was
spent properly tuning his MGB to
achieve as much power and drivability without replacing major
components. We checked his timing
to find 27-degrees BTDC maximum
(around 4000 rpm). We changed it to
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32-degrees. The next day we put his
car on the dynamometer to find 62
horsepower at his rear wheels. That’s
a good figure for an earlier MGB. We
retarded the timing to 27 and did
another run. This time we got 57
horsepower. Five degrees = five
horsepower. Timing is CRITICAL!
So – to answer your question. Disconnect the vacuum advance. Use a dial back timing light
set to 32-degrees. Run the engine up
until the timing stop advancing (full
mechanical advance). The timing
should be 32.
If you do not have a dial back
timing light then you must make a
new mark on your front pulley with
a paint pencil. Roll the engine until
12-degrees before top dead center.
Put a paint mark on the pulley in
front of the last (zero) timing mark
– the last one in a clockwise direction. Now, when you time the car,
align that mark with the 20-degree
mark on the timing cover (the first
timing mark in a clockwise direction), as 12 + 20 = 32. All of our MGs
use 32 degrees except the MGA Twin
Cam.
Hi John,
Firstly thank you for being the number one source for MG-related solutions,
and I hope that you can assist me with the
following issue I’m having. I have started
on a restoration project of my 1980 MGB.
I am currently nearing the end of what
has seemed a project that has run far too
long. I have replaced all or refurbished all
the items related to the braking system.
I have rebuilt the booster and the master
cylinder, but I can’t get the brake fluid

to come out of the master cylinder when
trying to bleed the brakes. I have checked
on all the forums, etc, on the internet and
have not found a similar issue to what I’m
experiencing.
Well I have replaced all the seals on
the master cylinder and followed your
YouTube video, but when bleeding I fill
the reservoir and the no fluid comes out
of the brake lines when pushing the brake
pedal. I have removed the “plastic” switch
and replaced it with a bolt temporarily (I
believe that there should be no fluid loss
here unless the brake pedal is pushed), the
other thing I have noticed is that the reservoir does not fill the front portion, and not
sure why, and there is also a “hiss” from
the carbs, that comes from the booster, not
sure if that is normal. Could you please
assist, as I’m running out of ideas.
Regards, —Gavin Knowles, South Africa
Gavin,
A couple of ideas here. First, I
have absolutely NO idea why the
front reservoir on the master cylinder
will not fill. If it is open at the top, it
has no option but to fill. You are telling me that you’ve brought the brake
fluid to the top of the filler neck
and NO fluid enters the front chamber? Very odd, indeed. No hints here
other than to probe the opening at
the top to ensure it is, in fact, open.
The booster should be silent. If
you can change the idle rpm by closing the vacuum line with pliers, then
you know there is an air leak from
the booster. It could be from the
pushrod end or it could be from the
joint between the booster and the
master cylinder. The pushrod end is
a failure of internals
in the booster; the
master cylinder end
is a failure to include
or position the metal
cap and thick front
grommet.
Failure to bleed
is, again, odd. If
the master cylinder pushrod (that
extends out from the
booster) is too long,
it is as if you’ve never
fully removed your
foot from the master
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cylinder. The pushrod should extend
0.47” out the front (12 mm).
The valve at the bottom of the
cylinder is simply a shuttle valve and
if the O-rings are sized correctly, it
will not weep – either sitting or under pressure. To set the brake warning light it is necessary to back off
the switch nearly all the way BEFORE
bleeding and reposition it AFTER
bleeding. That’s a 3/8-24 thread. The
brake lines into the master cylinder
are 10x1.00 metric thread.
Hello,
My 1967 MGB tachometer, (not rev
counter), is running waaaaayy too fast
and is erratic in its information. At idle it
is relatively close but anything above that
and it takes off. 50 miles an hour is over
6.000 RPMs. I have not been able to find
anyone that can correct it. Who do you
know or is that in your wheelhouse?
Yours sincerely, —Mark Ibenthal
Mark,
The source of your tach problems
might be the power connection, the
pickup, an internal fault, simply a
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calibration – or a combination. Ensure that the power wire is fastened
firmly (single WHITE or GREEN to the
back of the unit). also, make certain
the earth connection (BLACK – under
one of the fixing studs) is good, too.
Do you run points or aftermarket
electronic? The tach is designed to
run with points. If you run Petronix,
for example, you need to make a
change in the wiring. Is the impulse
loop secure on the back of the unit?
You can send the instrument
to Nisonger Instruments in Mamaroneck NY for repair/calibration/
cleaning. You can send it to me for
calibration (we don’t repair the electronics).
Hi John,
I’m having problems with my MGB
ZS carb in traffic! I sent you an attachment that shows how badly it is running.
Thanks to you to take some times on this,
—Fred Lombard, Paris
Fred,
The small plastic nut with the
brass screw on the right hand side
of the Zenith Stromberg is to adjust
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the Carbon Monoxide level at idle. In
areas where there are no longer any
pollution tests, we simply close this
screw down tight. Now all the air
running through the carb passes
across the jet and needle.
There are two screws on the left
side of the carburetor. One is on the
linkage and is spring loaded. One is
on the body of the carburetor and
has (or had) a locknut. The spring
loaded screw on the linkage sets the
fast idle / choke idle. The screw on
the body of the carb sets the hot idle.
Slacken off the throttle cable
so there is no interference when
adjusting the idle. Adjust the spring
loaded screw so that the engine runs
1400-1600 rpm maximum on fast
idle. Once it has warmed up and the
choke is off, then set the locknuted
screw so the idle is about 900 or
wherever you want it. If you need to
make small corrections later, do it
with the spring loaded screw.
All this is
predicated on the
assumption that
the jet metering
needle has been
adjusted correctly
and the mixture is
optimal. Leave the
air cleaner in place
when adjusting the
mixture. Use the
long Allen wrench
(1/8”) and fixing
tool so you do
not tear the carb

diaphragm. Turning the needle
clockwise makes the mixture richer;
turning it anti-clockwise makes it
leaner. Lift the piston ever so slightly
by simply lifting both parts of the
adjustment tool. That will allow the
air piston to rise a little. Judge the
change in idle rpm. If the idle continues to increase as the piston is lifted
higher, the mixture is too rich. If the
idle stumbles and falls as the piston
is lifted, the mixture is too lean. You
are searching for that needle position
that causes the engine to rise about
50 rpm and then fall away as the
piston is lifted.
John,
I have watched your video (#188) on
rebuilding a brake master cylinder several
times. It has been very helpful, but I am
having two problems. First, I cannot
remove the pin holding the piston in place.
Your video shows you pushing the cylinder
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into place with a screw driver and then
simply pushing the pin into place through
the reservoir hole. Removing it would
seem easy merely releasing the pressure
on the pin by pushing the piston with a
screwdriver and pulling the pin out. When
I do that, the pin is loose and can be easily
turned with needle nose pliers but will not
come out. What is preventing its removal
and what do I do about it?
Second, I have slammed the cylinder
down on a block of wood numerous times
as described in the video to remove the
contents of the other cylinder (the small
one). It does not appear to move at all.
Are the two problems related although
the pin is inserted in the larger cylinder?
I should probably mention that my MG
is a 1980 model and appears to have a
slightly different master cylinder. The only
noticeable difference is that the two holes,
one of which contains the problem pin,are
located along the long axis of the cylinder
rather than perpendicular to the cylinder
length. Thank you for your videos and
sharing your expertise. I appreciate it very
much. —Ray Brown
Ray,

There are usually three holes at
the rear port into that late master
cylinder. Two at the front, perpendicular to the length of the bore, and
one behind it. The front ones are for
the pin, the rear one is for the fluid
feed to the bore.
If you depress the rear piston

with something “suitable” like a wide
screwdriver or socket extension, then
you should be able to grasp that pin
(which simply keeps the rear piston
from moving too far to the front of
the cylinder) with a pair of needle
nosed vise-grips and, with some
struggle and light cursing, remove it.
It may be dramatically worn or bent.
I’ve never seen one that is lipped to
the point that removal is impossible,
but I haven’t seen everything yet. I
think a violent struggle is your best
bet.
John,
I am looking at a transmission at a
local junk yard, I wanted to know what to
look for to make sure it’s an OD trans and
not just a regular 4-speed. Thank you for
the help and your videos are awesome –
the oil leak one saved me a bunch of time!
—Justin Bide
Justin,
The main case on the standard
and OD units is the same. After 1974
1/2 (rubber bumpers), the main case
is filled from the side instead of a
dipstick at the top. The standard
tailshaft continues to narrow until it
ends at the rear flange. The overdrive
is bulky and round AND at the bottom of the OD unit there is a rectangular plate with eight small bolts, a
square plate with four small bolts,
and a 3/4” plug that would appear
to be a drain plug (but isn’t). It also
should have a wire coming from the

square plate (the energizing wire for
the electric solenoid).
John:
It was nice meeting you at the
Chicagoland MG Club Meeting. I enjoyed
your talk. I have a quick question about
bushings. I am looking to replace them on
my 1970 MGB. Do you recommend the
original rubber bushing, the black polyurethane bushings, the red prothane bushing,
or the blue SuperPro Polyurethane?
This is not a daily driver but we do
participate in as many of the club events
as possible so I want a nice ride and feel. I
am also looking at participating in some
of the local autocross events. I look forward to your wisdom.....
Thanks, —Bill Kalafut
Bill,

The red bushings for the shocks
in front and the leaf springs in
back are great. We prefer the black
MGB/GT V8 bushings for the A
Arms. Sometimes those black poly
bushings can begin to squeak and
there’s no way to stop the annoyance
other than disassembly and regreasing. The red prothane are wonderful
(except for the A Arms). We haven’t
used the blue Superpro bushings yet.
John,
It was great to see you at the British
Car Swap Meet! As we discussed, most
carb manufacturers label their carbs
by the CFM volume rating, i.e. a Holley
650. I was attempting to find out what
the CFM volumes would be through 1.5”,
1.75” and 2” SU carbs. You said you had
the information written down at the shop
and asked me to send you an email on this
topic. — Christopher J. McGrath
Chris,
I figure that an MGB engine of
about 100 cubic inches running at
about 4000 rpm at 100 % volumetric
efficiency will draw 200,000 cubic
inches per minute, or about 115 cubic
feet per minute.
I looked through Vizard’s “Tun-

ing BL’s A Series Engine” and found
a chart which also appears in the
Speedsport SU Series. Neither chart
is labeled – I only “assume” it’s CFM
– but it might be a metric size. Most
everything in his book is in imperial
measure, so I do expect this is cfm..
H2 up to 110
H4 up to 133
HS4 up to 142
HS6 up to 210
HIF6 up to 240
Running 115 cfm through an HS4
translates into an air velocity of just
over 100 mph.

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.
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Registrars of NAMGBR
Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins • (919) 676-8888

MGB Registrar
Jack Long • (410) 450-1385

343 Spencela Parkway
Forest Hill, MD 21050
mgb@namgbr.net

2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
original@namgbr.net

MGB LE Registrar
Ken Smith •

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith •

PO Box 8645
Goleta, CA 93111
mgble@namgbr.net

MC3955, UCHC, 263 Farmington Ave,
Farmington, CT 06030
hammertongs@namgbr.net

Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper • (314) 822-4831

Post Abingdon Registrar
Mark Jones • (519) 862-3763

132 Wildwood Lane
Kirkwood, MO 63122
midget-sprite@namgbr.net

P.O. Box 1203, 510 Albert Blvd.
Corunna, Ontario, NON 1GO Canada
postabingdon@namgbr.net

1500 Midget Registrar
Steve Olson • (816) 452-3540

Next Generation Registrar
Alex Mantell • 217-552-6033

2147 CR 1100 N
Sidney, IL 61877
mantellalex@yahoo.com

3540 North Kenwood
Kansas City, MO 64116-2792
1500midget@namgbr.net

1974½ MGB Registrar
Dennis Taylor •

5941 Rounder Lane
Holly Springs, NC 27540
1974.5MGB@namgbr.net

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Mike Grieco • (308) 452-3090

519 Grand Avenue
Ravenna, Nebraska 68869
mgbv8@namgbr.net

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Lloyd Faust •
704 Timber Lake Circle
Southlake, TX 76092-7248
pullhandle@namgbr.net

CARS FOR SALE

1949 MGTC – Almond Green; home market model,

very nice condition with original drive train. Comes
with weather equipment and tool kit; $28,000 obo .111214
1953 MGTD – Red; runs and drives well. Straight
body and no rust. Doesn’t need work to enjoy, but
could use some TLC to make it a show car.
Currently in Florida. $18,000 obo.
111214
1977 MGB - Red (a non-MG shade); this car is in very
good and clean shape. The original engine has been
bored out and has an alloy crossflow head, Weber
side-draft carbs, a free-flow exhaust, and a hot street
cam. It runs very well and is a great road car. $12,000
obo. Bob Mendelsohn,
bob.mgtd@gmail.com or (216) 469-2136 OH
111214
1973 MGB – Blaze orange ,72385 original miles,
engine rebuilt 4 years ago but presently not running
well, many spare parts, interior needs to be finished.
Asking $2500. E-mail linggdl@outlook.com or call
269-342-2081			
111214
1970 MGB/GT-V8 conversion – Red/black, Buick 215
cu in (3,500 cc) V8 driving through a 5-speed Rover
LT77 transmission and 3.08:1rear axle. Cruise control;
Power sun-roof; Panasport 15” alloy wheels. $15,000
ono. Located in S.E. Michigan; pictures and more
details at www.rastley.com/mgbgtv8; Contact: Rick
Astley 248-760-7531 or Rick@RAstley.com MI 030415
1978 MGB V8 – 5.0L, 1993 Mustang EFI complete
drive train, T5Z T-5, 8.8 rear, 3.55 Trac Loc, dyno’ed
275hp at rear wheels and 305ft/lb torque. 26-27 mpg
at interstate speeds. Plus tons more info on Bri
ishV8.org; $15,000. Kelly Stevenson (931) 433-5858 or
kstevusa@yahoo.com TN 		
050615
1970 MGB – White, all original body, engine is
unusual (2.0L, hi-compression head, Japanese carb).
New head and distributor in 2014. Under dash and
steering column could use some work. Winter storage
unit. New top. Roll bar. $6000; Tom Clifford,
tjclifford@yahoo.com MI 		
050515

1953 MGTD – Red, runs and drives well. Straight

body and no rust. Doesn’t need any work to enjoy,
but could use some TLC to make it a show car. Currently in Florida. $18,000 OBO.
091014

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox •

998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
1100-1300@namgbr.net

1949 MGTC – Home market model in almond green.

Very nice condition with original drive train. Comes
with weather equipment and tool kit. Car is in Ohio.
$28,000 OBO.
091014
1977 MGB Roadster –Red (a non-MG shade). This
car is in very good and clean shape. The original
engine has been bored out and has an alloy crossflow
head, Weber side draft carbs, a free flow exhaust,
and a hot street cam. It runs very well and is a great
road car. The car is in Ohio. $12,000 OBO.
Bob Mendelsohn - bob.mgtd@gmail.com
(216) 469-2136 (cell) 		
091014

MGC Registrar
John Rogers • (530) 432-9595
18251 Starduster Dr.
Nevada City Ca. 95959
mgc@namgbr.net

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan • (517) 295-3599
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
100kmile@namgbr.net
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads.
Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to mgslime@swbell.net
or 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing and may be edited for content.
•Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.)
Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable.
The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

Selling or Buying an MG?
The MG Driver • July / August 2015

Take advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified A great way
to find or sell that hard-to-find part or that next project.

1966 and 1977 MG Midgets – titled project cars for

restoration. $500 for both. Cars are in mid-Willamette
Valley and can be delivered within 200 miles. Cars
are 95% complete. Will consider selling individually. Stew Cleave (503) 932-8794 or cleavefamily@
comcast.net OR
050615

1980 MGB LE – Black with the Champagne (tan)
interior. The Champagne Interior was discontinued
in 6/80 and the manufacture of all MGs ended in
10/1980. This car was made in February of 1980. It
runs perfectly. The hot oil pressure is 75 lbs. The
overdrive is smooth and flawless. The only items to
change from new are the five tires, battery, water
pump, hoses, heater valve and oil line from the block
to the pressure gauge. This low mileage car, 4,100
original miles, will give you years of worry free
service. $16,500; Email lon1950@me.com or call
515-225-2730 IA
		
060715
1977 MGB – BRG, 55k miles, 15k on rebuilt engine;

full body restoration plus a lot of upgrades in the
last four years. Excellent top and interior; garaged
year round. $8000; Lisa Kelley (248) 701-6227 or
tikijudy@comcast.net MI
060715

WANTED
Wanted 1967 or older MGB roadster (or Canadian
1968 MGB with metal dash). Looking for a preserved
or restored example or a blend of the two. Would
consider a stalled restoration. I would prefer a car that
has been kept or redone as original-spec or close to it.
Don Scott - tartanredmgb@gmail.com
or call (707) 942-0546 CA
050613

PARTS FOR SALE
Windshield for a MG Midget/Sprite - New Chrome

plating on frame with new glass installed $795.00 plus
shipping. Also, many other parts for a MGB available
after the rebuild of my last B. Contact Roger at (763)
420-8159 or rljlolson@embarqmail.com MN
050615

Early 1970s MGB engine with overdrive transmission - Engine has less than 35,000 miles on it. Runs

and has 70+ oil pressure $2,500 Allen Lee, (217) 3825570 or chickory@fairpoint.net IL
050615

A/C Unit – Dealer installed that fits contour under
dash of 1977-80 MGB. Semi-complete with some
missing parts that are available from Moss. Offers?
Bill Holmes, (970) 485-9734 or ahfanatic@gmail.
com CO 			
010214
MGB/GT driver side quarter panel – NOS. (A 457450 in some catalogs or references); $395 + shipping.
Todd Wyatt (320) 980-2010; toddski1000@yahoo.
com MN
			
010214
Performance Parts – like-new Hooker Header

bought new in 1977 for a 1972 MGB (3-into-1) for
$300 obo; a 45mm dual-throat SK side draft carb.
Perfect condition, includes the rare SK tuning manual
for $500 obo. David Bloyed (972) 223-6497 TX 030414

Where 2 ‘B
Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages local
groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MG Driver. Information must include date, location,
and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to The MG Driver
Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2015
• June 25-28........ British Car Show, Walla Walla, WA • www.idahobritishcars.org
• June 28............. British Car Show, Notre Dame, IN • www.michianabrits.com
• July 11............... London to Brighton Run, Indianapolis, IN; www.ibcu.org
• July 11-12.......... Mad Dogs Show, Kalamazoo, MI • maddogsandenglishmen.org
• July 12.............. British Car Show, Cincinnati, OH • www.bccgc.com
• July 15-19.......... GOF Central, Carmel, IN • www.gofcentral.com
• July 15-19.......... British V8 Meet, Indianapolis, IN • www.britishv8.org
• July 19.............. British Car Show, Lindsay, ON • www.victoriabritishcarclub.ca
• July 23-26......... MG Race Weekend, Watkins Glen, NY • www.mgvr.org
• July 24-25......... British Car Show, Carthage, MO • www.gobmc.org
• July 25.............. British Car Show, Hudson, NH • www.bcnh.org
• Aug 1................ British Car Show, Schwenksville, PA • www.dvcmg.com
• Aug 6-8............. Roadster Factor Summer Party, Armagh, PA • www.the-roadster-factory.com
• Aug 8................ British Car Show, Indianapolis, IN • www.ibcu.org
• Aug 8................ UM Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI • www.universitymotorsltd.com
• Aug 9................ British Car Show, Millwood, WA • greg.a.taylor@comcast.net
• Aug 14-16......... British Car Show, Vancouver, BC • www.jaguarmg.com
• Aug 22.............. British Car Show, Rugby, TN • www.pbcctn.org/rugby
• Aug 31-Sept 2... MG Race Weekend, Put-in-Bay, OH • www.mgvr.org
• Sept 5-7............. Grand Prix Festival, Watkins Glen, NY • www.grandprixfestival.com
• Sept 13.............. British Car Show, Palatine, IL • www.britishcarunion.com
• Sept 19.............. British Car Show, Ocean Grove, NJ • http://pedc.org/
• Sept 19-20......... British Invasion, Stowe, VT • www.britishinvasion.com
• Sept 26.............. British Car Show, Hendersonville, NC • www.bccwnc.org
• Sept 26.............. MGs on the Rocks, Rocks State Park, MD • www.mgsofbaltimore.org
• Sept 26.............. British Car Show, St Louis, MO • www.stlouismgclub.com
• Oct 2-4.............. Concours, French Lick, IN • www.frenchlickconcours.com
• Oct 3................. British Car Show, Myrtle Beach, SC • www.grandstrandbritishcarclub.com
• Oct 3................. British Car Show, Staunton, VA • www.svbcc.net
• Oct 4................. British Car Show, Waynesboro, VA • www.svbcc.net
• Oct 15-18.......... British Car Show, Macon,GA • www.semgtr.org
• Oct 24............... British Car Show, Safety Harbor, FL • www.tbahc.com
• Oct 24............... British Car Show, Fairhope, AL • www.sabcc.org

Address Service Requested

NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
P. O. Box 876
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515-0876

